in 2019
7 N.N.
Sub-Saharan Africa
died from Oct. 2018 to Mar. 2019 in Zintan detention centre (LY) from starvation and tuberculosis
InfoMigrants
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
28/12/18
7 N.N.
Syria
drowned in rough seas between Lebanon and Cyprus; ship ran out of fuel after GPS broke, 1 survivor
CypMail/AlarmPhone/IOM

23/12/18
21/12/18

1

N.N. (boy)

Afghanistan

stowaway, strapped under lorry from Greece, was crushed when it disembarked at port of Ancona (IT)

Zancan/CDS/IOM

4

N.N.

unknown

found dead on boat rescued off coast of Morocco; 52 people rescued

HelenaMaleno/IOM

missing from rubber boat between Tangiers (MA) and Spain, no rescue despite repeated alarm calls
foundDeaths
dead on
beach,
Benzú (Spanish
enclave
of of
Ceuta),
probably
while trying to enter by sea
areCalamacarro
listed if they can
be attributed
to the fatal
policies
"Fortress
Europe"

AlarmPhone/IOM
Ceutaldia/FaroCeuta/IOM

number

25/12/18

24/12/18
found
23/12/18
dead

2

N.N.name,
(baby, 12gender,
months; girl,age
4)

12 N.N. (1 woman, 11 men)
1 N.N. (man, 20s)

region
unknown

of origin

unknown
Algeria

N.N.

of death
disappeared in shipwreck in the Alboran Sea; 69cause
people rescued

(border
closure,
asylum
laws,
accommodation,
detention
policy,
sanctions…)
died when
migrant
boat
from
Morocco to Spain
capsized
indeportations,
Alboran Sea;carrier
56 people
rescued

unknown

source
ElDiario/RCSpain/IOM/ELM

20/12/18

1

20/12/18

20 N.N. (2 babies, 1 girl, 2 w, 2 m)

Algeria

8 drowned, 12 missing, after leaking migrant boat caught fire off Algerian coast; 9 people rescued

UNHCR/SalvaM/IOM
AlgeriePresse/Réf/Algérie360/IOM/TheHuffMaghreb/A
Repubblica/UNHCR/EP/RCAlmeria/IOM

20/12/18

24 N.N. (2 women (1 preg.), 10 m)

Sub-Saharan Africa

12 died, 12 missing when migrant boat from Morocco to Spain capsized in Alboran Sea; 33 rescued

19/12/18

1

N.N. (man, 25)

Tunisia

electrocuted, body found on train at railway station in Sid, Serbia

Srbija Danas/IOMSerbia

18/12/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

found dead on migrant boat rescued in the Alboran Sea; 58 people rescued

SUR/Caminando/IOM
Alg24/IOM

18/12/18

8

N.N.

Algeria

found dead off coasts of Tabarka and Banzart, Tunisia while trying to reach Spain from Algeria

13/12/18

3

N.N. (men)

unknown

car accident, vehicle caught fire on highway near Kavala (GR), driver lost control in fear of police

KI/IOMGreece

11/12/18

2

N.N.

unknown

found dead on migrant boat rescued in the Alboran Sea; 53 people rescued

Caminando/HelenaMaleno/IOM

06/12/18

1

N.N. (man)

Sub-Saharan Africa

drowned, body found in advanced state of decomposition 28 miles off Ceuta (ES)

CeutaActualidad/IOM

05/12/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

froze to death near Edirne after Greek border guards forced him to walk back to Turkey

DailySabah/Ansamed/IOM

04/12/18

1

Zaoui Karim (man, 24)

Algeria

drowned when boat departed near Tigzirt, Algeria sunk on way to Spain

ElW/Alg24/LibAlergie/IOM

04/12/18

1

Midour Mohamed (man, 29)

Algeria

drowned when boat departed near Tigzirt, Algeria sunk on way to Spain

ElW/Alg24/LibAlergie/IOM

04/12/18

4

N.N.

Algeria

1 died, 3 missing when a boat departed near Tigzirt, Algeria sunk on way to Spain; 5 rescued

ElW/Alg24/LibAlergie/IOM

04/12/18

1

N.N.

Middle East

froze to death after Greek authorities forced him to cross the Evros River back to Turkey in freezing cold

HurriyetDN/AP/Sky/DailySabah/BFMTV/IOM

04/12/18

1

N.N.

Middle East

froze to death after Greek authorities forced him to cross the Evros River back to Turkey in freezing cold

HurriyetDN/AP/Sky/DailySabah/BFMTV/IOM

04/12/18

1

N.N.

Afghanistan

froze to death after Greek authorities forced him to cross the Evros River back to Turkey in freezing cold

HurriyetDN/AP/Sky/DailySabah/BFMTV/IOM

04/12/18

15 N.N.

S. Saharan Africa, N. Africa

died of hunger and thirst on boat drifting for 12 days off coast of Libya; 10 people rescued

AP/IOM/Reuters/InfoMigrants/LibOb

02/12/18

2

N.N. (men)

Algeria

drowned when two rubber boats sunk off Arzew, Algeria on way to Spain; 32 people rescued

Oran/AlgeriePresse/IOM

02/12/18

1

Souaro Jaiteh (man, 18)

Gambia

died in fire at migrant “ghetto” tent camp in San Ferdinando (IT), spread from makeshift campfire

LocalIT/Fatto/OxfamIT/Soumahoro/OpenMigration

30/11/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned in Dobra river between Lipa and Protulipa southwest of Karlovac, Croatia, 3 survivors

HRT/IOMCroatia

30/11/18

1

N.N. (young man)

Algeria

found as skeleton near Oued el Agueb beach, Seraidi, Algeria, tried to reach Europe 2 months before

EIW/IOM

29/11/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

found dead on migrant boat rescued in the Alboran Sea; 56 survivors

EurPress/SalvaM/HelenaMaleno/IOM

28/11/18

3

N.N.

S. Saharan Africa, Maghreb

died on migrant boats found drifting around Alboran Island (MA/ES); 90 people rescued

LV/SalvaM/IOM

27/11/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned while crossing the Reka river, Ilirska Bistrica district Slovenia, 5 survivors

STA/IOM

27/11/18

1

N.N. (man)

Syria

killed when a smuggling car crashed on a highway near Kavala (northern Greece); 6 others injured

KI/Ethnos/IOM

26/11/18

4

N.N. (2 women, 2 men; 30s)

unknown

hit by a train as they were sleeping on the tracks near Fylakas, Greece, near Turkish border

KI/BFMTV/IOM

24/11/18

29 N.N.

Cameroon,Guinea,Morocco

20 died, 9 missing in shipwreck off Morocco; delay in rescue by Spanish and Moroccan authorities

EP/WatchTheMed/France24/AMDHNador/Caminand

24/11/18

1

N.N.

unknown

missing from migrant boat in the Alboran Sea (MA/ES) adrift for 4 days; 13 people rescued

SalvaM/RCAlmeria/IOM

23/11/18

1

N.N. (child, 5)

Syria

died when bus carrying Syrian migrant workers crashed in Antalya (TR), 26 injured

HurriyetDN

22/11/18

6

N.N. (men, 18-34)

Algeria

missing after boat departed from Oued el Agueb beach, Seraidi, Algeria sunk on way to Europe

EIW/IOM

22/11/18

1

L. Slimane (man, 27)

Algeria

found dead after boat from Oued el Agueb beach, Seraidi, Algeria sunk on way to Europe

EIW/IOM

22/11/18

1

Fatoumata (pregnant woman)

unknown

died after rescue in shipwreck off coast of Almeria (ES); 42 people rescued

EP/ChurchTimes/SalvaM/HelenaMaleno/SRodrigo/IO

22/11/18

14 N.N.

unknown

missing in shipwreck off coast of Almeria (ES); 42 people rescued

EP/ChurchTimes/SalvaM/HelenaMaleno/SRodrigo/IO

20/11/18

9

N.N. (woman, 30s; young man)

Sub-Saharan Africa

2 dead, 7 missing when boat from Tangiers (MA) sank near Vejer de la Frontera (ES); 1 survivor

EurPress/ChurchTimes/AndaluciaInfo/VozCadiz/Iom
HurriyetDN

19/11/18

1

N.N. (man)

Syria

died in migrant shipwreck between Bodrum (TR) and the Greek island of Kos; 10 people rescued

18/11/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

body found trapped underneath bus at Eurotunnel terminal in Folkestone, Kent (GB)

Hurriyet/IOM/KM

18/11/18

22 N.N.

Morocco

missing after boat sunk in storm near Tiznit (MA) on way to Canary Islands (ES); 3 survivors

HuffMaghreb/AGI/IOM/EFE/2M/Medias/Orient
ANSA/Stampa

15/11/18

1

N.N. (man, 30)

Algeria

drowned after migrant boat from Annaba, Algeria sank near the Islet of Toro, Sardinia (IT)

15/11/18

9

N.N.

Algeria

1 drowned, 8 missing when migrant boat from Annaba, Algeria sank near Islet of Toro, Sardinia (IT)

ANSA/Stampa/IOM/ArmedForcesIt/Stampa/Alg24/Fa

14/11/18

1

N.N. (young man)

Syria

died in hospital in Belgrade from injuries sustained during journey to Serbia, due to lack of medicines

UNHCR/IOM

13/11/18

9

N.N. (incl. children and women)

unknown

disappeared on sea between West Algeria and Murcia (ES), boat ran out of fuel, all contact lost

Watchthemed

12/11/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

car overturned at Egnatia Odos motorway outside Thessaloniki (GR), 9 survivors

IOMGreece

12/11/18

10 N.N. (3 children)

Afghanistan

6 drowned, 4 missing after migrant ship sank between Dikili (TR) and Lesbos (GR); 5 survivors

DailySabah/HurriyetDN/KI/Azertac/ActuNews/IOMTu

11/11/18

1

N.N. (man)

Iran

drowned, body found on border of Drina river near Roćević (BA), near Serbian border

UNHCR/IOMSerbia

10/11/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned when boat from Libya sunk near Lampedusa (IT), couldn’t hold onto rescue nets; 40 rescued

ANSA/NuovoSud/IOM

10/11/18

1

N.N. (man, 20s)

Sub-Saharan Africa

found washed up in the Spanish encalve of Ceuta, most probably a former resident of Ceuta’s detention centre

FaroCeuta/ABC/CeutaActualidad/IOM

10/11/18

2

N.N. (boy, man)

Morocco

found dead on a rubber boat that reached a beach near Malaga (ES) from Morocco; 13 survivors

AP/SUR/EP/CadSER/IOM

09/11/18

1

N.N. (boy, 4)

unknown

died after van carrying migrants collided frontal with truck on highway near Thessaloniki (GR), 27 injured

EFSYN/Newsbomb/IOMGreece

09/11/18

1

Zerrouri Yacine (young man)

Algeria

disappeared on way from Annaba (Algeria) to Sardinia (IT); boat disappeared without a trace

ANSA/Stampa/ElW/IOM

09/11/18

1

Djamel “L’Algerois” (young man)

Algeria

disappeared on way from Annaba (Algeria) to Sardinia (IT); boat disappeared without a trace

ANSA/Stampa/ElW/IOM

09/11/18

1

Djouamaa Ahlem (young w)

Algeria

disappeared on way from Annaba (Algeria) to Sardinia (IT); boat disappeared without a trace

ANSA/Stampa/ElW/IOM

09/11/18

1

Bouacha Sofiane (young man)

Algeria

disappeared on way from Annaba (Algeria) to Sardinia (IT); boat disappeared without a trace

ANSA/Stampa/ElW/IOM

09/11/18

1

Mohamed Sami Kebaili (y. man)

Algeria

disappeared with 12 others on way from Annaba (Algeria) to Sardinia (IT); boat disappeared without a trace

ANSA/Stampa/ElW/IOM

09/11/18

8

N.N. (young men)

Algeria

disappeared on the way from Annaba (Algeria) to Sardinia (IT); boat disappeared without a trace

ANSA/Stampa/ElW/IOM

06/11/18

1

Bakary Secka (man, 34)

Gambia

died in fire at Borgo Mezzanone, a migrant slum near an asylum centre in Manfredonia/Foggia (IT)

CDM/InfoMigrants

06/11/18

5

N.N.

unknown

minibus with migrants fell along shoulder of a road near Saray (TR), 16 injured

Anadolu Agency/Sabah/IOM

06/11/18

1

Ayoub Mabrouk (man, 21)

Morocco

died in migrant shipwreck at Canos de Meca (ES); Moroccan kick-boxing champion with great ambition

TheHuffPostMaghreb/EP/InfoMigrants/AFP/DailyMail

06/11/18

1

N.N. (man, 25)

North Africa

died when migrant boat from Morocco crashed into rocks at Canos de Meca (ES); 22 survivors

EP/InfoMigrants/AFP/DailyMail/Ansamed/EPress/ElP

06/11/18

21 N.N. (20-30 years old)

Morocco, Algeria

died when migrant boat from Morocco crashed into rocks at Canos de Meca (ES); 22 survivors

InfoMigrants/AFP/EP/DailyMail/Ansamed/EPress/ElP

05/11/18

1

Iraq

hit by car while walking on Egnatia Motorway in Igoumenitsa (GR), abandoned by the driver

pressPub/IOMGreece

05/11/18

31 N.N. (men)

Morocco, Algeria

died when two boats capsized near Alboran Island (ES); 80 rescued

EP/AFP/DailyMail/LeMonde/El Diario/ElEsp/SalvaM/W

01/11/18

1

N.N. (man)

Iran

drowned, body found on border of Drina river near Roćević (BA), near Serbian border

UNHCR/IOMSerbia

28/10/18

1

N.N. (baby)

Sub-Saharan Africa

died in shipwreck in the Alboran Sea (MA/ES) despite efforts to reanimate; 55 rescued

AP/ELM/IOM

27/10/18

55 N.N.

disappeared on stormy sea on way from Morocco to Spain, no authorities intervened though alerted by NGOs

AlarmPhone/Caminando/IOM

N.N. (men, 29)

1

27/10/18of 136
Mouch
Navwdocumented
(31, pregnan w.)
Iraq deaths of refugees
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unknown

Documentation
by UNITED as of 1 April 2019
27/10/18 17 N.N. (young men)
Morocco

Death by Policy - Time for Change!
25/10/18

2

N.N. (men, ±30)

unknown

missing after shipwreck, departed from Charrana Beach (MA) to reach Spain; 2 survivors

LocalES/HuffMaghreb/AMDHNador/Rifdia/IOM

bodies recovered near Plage de Trougout, Nador, Morocco

AMDHNador/Ariffino/IOM/Parisien

25/10/18
6 N.N. (men, from same family)
Syria
died, after family got swept away by floodwaters near Kzlcat (TR) trying to cross to Turkey from Latakia (SY)
APnews/HaberT/CNNTurk/IOM
Campaign information: Facebook - UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths
25/10/18
3 N.N. (1 women; 2 ch, 3 & 12)
Iraq
went missing when boat capsized while trying to cross Evros River near Orestiada (GR)
KI/IOMGreece
UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees
25/10/18
1 N.N. (man)
unknown
died after being hit and dragged by train near Lutros, Alexandroupolis (GR)
IOM Greece/Evros 24
Amsterdam secretariat: Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands, tel +31-6-48808808, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org
24/10/18
1 Abdulaziz (man, 28)
Somalia
suicide, set himself on fire at Triq al Sikka detention centre (LY) after Italy had returned him there
IrishTimes/AlJazeera
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
22/10/18
2 N.N. (girl, 7; child)
Palestina, Somalia
died in hospital after migrant boat sank just minutes after leaving Bodrum (TR) to go to Kos (GR)
Reuters/DailySabah/AA/IOM

15/10/18
15/10/18

1

N.N. (man)

Sub-Saharan Africa

died of cardiac arrest trying to climb fence between Morocco and Melilla (ES) with 300 others

AP/EP/CGTNAfrica/PedroSanchez/HelenaMaleno/AM

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

found dead at Amejaou beach, west of Nador (MA), probably while trying to reach Spain

AMDHNador/IOM

number

21/10/18

20/10/18
found
20/10/18
dead

1

N.N.name,
(man, 22)gender,

1
1

N.N. (woman)
Amadou Jawo (man, 22)

age

region
Eritrea

of origin

unknown
Gambia

15/10/18

1

N.N. (woman, 30s)

Sub-Saharan Africa

14/10/18

1

N.N. (man, 35)

unknown

ofmedical
death
died in Zintan dentention centre (LY) due to lackcause
of food and
treatment

NationalAE

found dead of hypothermia, off coast of Tangier (MA); 38 survivors
suicide
in refugee
centre
of Castellaneta
Marina,
Taranto
(IT), hopeless
about
his future prospects
Deaths
are listed
if they
can be attributed
to the
fatal policies
of "Fortress
Europe"

IOM/HuffPostMaghreb/Tanja24
NuovaBQ/Flucht

(border
asylum
laws,ofaccommodation,
detention
policy,near
deportations,
carrierAin
sanctions…)
found closure,
in advanced
state
decomposition on
rocky beach
La Madrague,
el Turck, Algeria

found in advanced state of decomposition in sea off coast of Arzew, Algeria

ElW/Ref/Oran/IOM
Oran/Ref/IOM

source
2

22 N.N. (2 babies, 2 ch, 1 preg. w)

unknown

died when smuggling lorry had accident near Izmir (TR) on way to Samos island (GR); 13 injured

DevDiscourse/Rappler/AFP/IOM/DailySabah/AA

13/10/18

11 N.N. (3 children)

unknown

died when smuggling car collided head-on with lorry near Kavala on way to Thessaloniki (GR)

BBC/Gulf/Iefimerida/IOM

12/10/18

2

Sub-Saharan Africa

found dead in sea off Cape Falcon, Ain El Turck, Algeria

Algerie360/Oran/IOM

12/10/18

20 N.N.

unknown

3 dead, 17 missing in migrant shipwreck in the Alboran Sea; 35 people rescued

SalvaM/IOM

12/10/18

4

N.N. (man, 26; young men)

Algeria

2 dead, 2 missing; boat headed for Spain sunk shortly after leaving Mostaganem (DZ), 13 survivors

ElW/Ref/LibAlgerie

11/10/18

1

N.N.

unknown

found in advanced state of decomposition and headless, in sea off Marsat el Hadjadj, Algeria

ElW/Ref/Oran/IOM

N.N. (child, 3; woman, 30s)

11/10/18

1

N.N. (man, 30s)

Sub-Saharan Africa

found dead in sea off Cape Falcon, Ain El Turck, Algeria wearing lifejacket

ElW/Ref/Oran/IOM

11/10/18

2

N.N.

Sub-Saharan Africa

died after rubber boat capsized near Sloukia beach, Tangier (MA) on way to Spain; 9 survivors

2M

10/10/18

3

N.N. (2 women, 1 girl)

N. Africa, Middle East, Asia

found dead with throats slashed near Evros river in Didymoteicho (GR) at Turkish-Greek border

BBC/Guardian/Ekathimerini/IOM

10/10/18

2

N.N. (men, 30s)

unknown

found in advanced state of decomposition off Cape Falcon, Ain El Turck, Algeria wearing lifejackets

ElW/Ref/Oran/IOM

10/10/18

34 N.N. (11 children, 1 woman)

Iraq, Afghanistan

9 drowned, 25 missing after migrant ship sunk off Turkey on way to Chios (GR); 1 survivor

Reuters/HurriyetDN/KI/Rudaw/IOM

09/10/18

1

Gebre Mariam (young man)

Eritrea

committed suicide in detention centre, Vottem (BE); depressed and just been transferred to room alone

Cire/CMS

07/10/18

1

Walid Boukhalda (man, 23)

Tunisia

drowned when migrant boat from Tunisia to Italy capsized near Djerba island, Tunisia; 9 survivors

ArabNews/Kapitalis/Mosaique/IOM

N.N. (man)

BordermonBG/Xinhua/IOM

02/10/18

1

Pakistan

died in hospital, found in a state of exhaustion near a forest at the Greek-Bulgarian border

01/10/18

34 N.N. (1 baby; 1 child)

unknown

15 drowned, 19 missing, boat sank after 24h asking for help between Morocco and Spain, 26 rescued

Caminando/IOM/HelenaMaleno/LV

01/10/18

1

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, body spotted floating northeast of Zuwarah, Libya

Sea-Watch/IOM/PilotesVol

in Oct 18

1

N.N. (man, 20s)

unknown

died in Triq al Sikka detention centre (LY) of lack of medical treatment and harsh living conditions

NationalAE

in Oct 18

3

N.N.

unknown

died in Sept/Oct in Zintan detention centre (LY) due to lack of food and medical treatment

NationalAE

30/09/18

7

N.N. (4 woman; 3 men)

Syria

drowned, bodies found off coast of Enez, Edirne province in Turkey, 2 missing, 3 rescued

IOM/TurkCoastG

29/09/18

1

Amad A. (man, 26)

Syria

died after fire broke out in his prison cell in Bochum (DE); blatantly mistaken identity led to his arrest

Flucht

29/09/18

1

N.N. (man, 31)

Syria

killed in riot between Afgan and Syrian refugees at camp in Malakasa (GR); 8 others injured

KI

28/09/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

drowned, body found in advanced state of decomposition on Peña Parda beach in La Herradura (ES)

GranadaHoy/EFE/IOM

25/09/18

1

N.N. (man)

Africa

presumed drowned, body found on the shore of Alboran Island, between Morocco and Spain

LV/IOM

25/09/18

1

Hayat Belkacem (woman, 19)

Morocco

shot by Moroccan navy as they intercepted a migrant boat leaving for Spain; 3 others injured

Ansamed/Aljazeera/DailyMail/NYTimes/Independent/

23/09/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, fell into water trying to board Britain-bound ferry or dinghy at Port of Calais (FR), 2 rescued

Ouest-France/NordLittoral/IOM/ExpressUK

23/09/18

1

N.N. (pregnant woman)

Sub-Saharan Africa

drowned, body of pregnant woman found with missing head and hand at Cabo Negro beach (MA)

Al-Sharq/Zoubeidi/IOM

23/09/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

drowned, when boat capsized off coast of Bodrum (TR) en route to Kos (GR), 16 rescued

HurriyetDN/DailySabah/IOM/KUNA

22/09/18

1

N.N. (boy, 5)

Palestine

drowned, after boat capsized off coast of Lebanon en route to Cyprus, 38 rescued

Reuters/Guardian/IOM/Ya.UK

21/09/18

1

N.N. (woman)

Sub-Saharan Africa

drowned, body found by fisherman floating in sea 1.5 miles off Punta Almina, Ceuta (ES)

CeutaActualidad/IOM

21/09/18

1

N.N. (man, 31)

Tunisia

suicide at detention centre of Toulouse-Blagnac airport (FR) after his detention time was extended

FranceBleu/20Mf/KozPost

20/09/18

1

N.N. (man, ±30)

Iran

found dead by hiker at Staupslia in Levanger (NO) by a hiker, his asylum application was rejected

aftenposten/NRK/Adressa/tv2NO/Avisa

20/09/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned, body found in advanced state of decomposition at La Rabita beach, Albuñol (ES)

ElDiario/LV/IOM

20/09/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned, body found in advanced state of decomposition on La Rábita Beach, Albuñol (ES)

LV/El Diario/IOM

19/09/18

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead in sinking boat during rescue operations near Alboran Island (ES), 57 rescued

SalvaM/IOM/Caminando

18/09/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body found in advanced state of decomposition 50 miles south of Port of Motril (ES)

EP/GranadaHoy/IOM

17/09/18

1

N.N. (woman)

Kurdistan

drowned when boat sunk in Baglar Bay near Bodrum (TR), 18 rescued

Rudaw/IOM/HurriyetDN

17/09/18

1

Hawnaz Tariq (woman)

Kurdistan

drowned when boat sunk in Baglar Bay near Bodrum (TR), also her sister drowned, 18 rescued

Rudaw/IOM/HurriyetDN

17/09/18

1

Arazu Tariq (woman)

Kurdistan

drowned when boat sunk in Baglar Bay near Bodrum (TR), also her sister drowned, 18 rescued

Rudaw/IOM/HurriyetDN

17/09/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

drowned, body found floating in Herradura Bay, Almuñécar (ES)

EP/GranadaHoy/IOM

17/09/18

2

N.N. (boys)

unknown

shot and killed by another asylum seeker after they got asylum, all unaccompanied minors in Trondheim (NO)

VG/Dagbladet

16/09/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

presumed drowned, was on boat with engine problem in Alboran Sea, 55 rescued

El Diario/IOM

15/09/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned, body found on Playa Castell de Ferro in Gualchos (ES)

EP/GranadaHoy/IOM

13/09/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body found by fisherman hooked in fishing nets near El Sarchal, Ceuta (ES)

CeutaActualidad/IOM

13/09/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned, body found on plage de Boucana near Beni Ensar (MA), near Melilla (ES)

Zoubeidi/IOM

13/09/18

2

N.N. (1 woman; 1 man)

Sub-Saharan Africa

drowned, bodies located by fisherman in state of decomposition near Beni Ensar (MA), near Melilla (ES)

MelillaHoy/IOM/Zoubeidi

13/09/18

1

Zenettin Hafez (man)

Syria

died from injuries in hospital after bus accident on highway in Aksaray province (TR), 21 survivors

Hurriyet/IOM

12/09/18

1

N.N. (man, 24)

Eritrea

died of stab wounds after fight between migrants in transit on parking at E40 highway, Wetteren (BE)

Avenir/IOM

11/09/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

body found in advanced state of decomposition on Las Salinas beach near Roquetas de Mar, Almería (ES)

Ideal/IOM

10/09/18

6

N.N. (1 child, 2 women, 3 men)

Sub-Saharan Africa

found dead on beach near Driouch/Nador (MA), while trying to reach Spain

AMDH/AlYaoum

09/09/18

1

N.N.

unknown

died after being hit by car, while trying to cross E40 highway near Mannekesvere (BE) on his way to Calais

RTLbe/IOM/Nieuwsblad

05/09/18

6

N.N. (1 woman, 5 men)

unknown

drowned after migrant boat travelling from Nador (MA) to Spain sank in the Alboran Sea; 53 rescued

SalvaM/Ideal/Watchthemed/IOM/Caminando

05/09/18

6

N.N.

unknown

missing after migrant boat travelling from Nador (MA) to Spain sank in the Alboran Sea; 52 rescued

Caminando/IOM

05/09/18

4

N.N.

Sub-Saharan Africa

found dead on Saidia beach (MA) near Algerian border, probably while trying to reach Spain

Oran/IOM

04/09/18

1

N.N. (man, 42)

Albania

suicide, jumps from bridge in Iserlohn (DE) expected to pickup flight tickets for family expulsion

IKZ

04/09/18

1

N.N.

Sub-Saharan Africa

found dead off coast of Ghazaouet, Algeria, presumably from ship of 50 that capsized on way to Spain

Oran/LibAlgerie

04/09/18

8

N.N.

Sub-Saharan Africa

found dead near Bider beach, Marsa Ben M’hidi Algeria, probably from ship of 50 that capsized

Oran/LibAlgerie/IOM

03/09/18

61 N.N.

unknown

missing after migrant shipwreck in the Alboran Sea, between Morocco and Spain

Caminando/GlobePost

5

unknown

drowned, disappeared in shipwreck in the Alboran Sea, between Morocco and Spain, 30 rescued

Eldiario/IOM

03/09/18
01/09/18

N.N.

130 N.N. (incl 2 babies, 20 children)

Sudan, Mali, Niger, Cameroon 2 drowned, 128 missing after a boat deflated off the Libyan coast; 55 survivors

BBC/InfoMigrants/NationPK/IOM/TeleSur/MSF/UNHC

in Sep 18

3

N.N.

unknown

bodies found in advanced state of decomposition, some wearing life vests, in Granada region (ES)

ElDiario/LV/IOM

in Sep18

1

N.N. (young man)

Africa

suicide, hanged himself in his room, a windowless basement in Cyprus, due to weak social support system

UNHCR

30/08/18

52 N.N. (5 women; 1 pregnant w.)

unknown

missing after migrant shipwreck in the Alboran Sea, between Morocco and Spain

Caminando/GlobePost/Watchthemed

found dead in the Evros River, natural border between Turkey and Greece

Watchthemed

1 drowned, body found in advanced state of decomposition off coast of Alboran Island (ES), 1 missing

El Diario/IOM/El Plural

24/08/18
2 N.N. (incl 1 man, < 30)
Sub-Saharan Africa
Death
by
Policy - Time for Change!

1

N.N. (young man)

Mali

died of police brutality after being arrested in Tangiers (MA) and taken away to southern Morocco

El Diario/InfoMigrants/IOM/h24info/WatchTheMed

1

Moumine Traoré (boy, 16)

Mali

died of police brutality after being arrested in Tangiers (MA) and taken away to southern Morocco

El Diario/InfoMigrants/HelenaMaleno/IOM/h24info/Wa

number

16/08/18

2

gender, age
N.N.name,
(young men)

1
1

N.N.
N.N.

unknown
unknown

08/08/18

4

Rahad (3 children, 1 woman)

Iraq

(border
closure,
asylum
accommodation,
detention
policy,
deportations,
carrierby
sanctions…)
drowned
on way
fromlaws,
Turkey
to Samos (GR);
shipwreck
due
to panic caused
smuggler’s behaviour

DailySabah/Ansamed

08/08/18

5

N.N. (4 children, 1 woman)

Iraq

drowned on way from Turkey to Samos (GR); shipwreck due to panic caused by smuggler’s behaviour

DailySabah/Ansamed

07/08/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned, body found off coast of Demre (TR)

IOM/TurkishCoastG

07/08/18

1

N.N. (woman, 20-30)

Sub-Saharan Africa

drowned, body found by fishing vessel off coast of Cape Trafalgar near Cádiz (ES)

El Diarion/SalvaM/IOM

05/08/18

1

N.N. (man, 27)

Benin

drowned in Lake Lugano near Maroggia (CH) got psychological problems after asylum application was rejected

RSI/Seen

in Aug 18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

tortured to death by guards after he protested his living conditions in detention centre in Libya

NationalAE

10/08/18
10/08/18

region of origin
Syria

causeCroatia
of death
died in landslide while sleeping in forest near Dreznica,
after illegal EU entry through Bosnia

source
DW/Balkaneu/IrishTimes

drowned, fallen of boat off coast of Cabo de Gata (ES), 65 rescued
foundDeaths
dead on
rescued
boat
off coasttooftheCabo
Gataof(ES),
65 rescued
areboard
listed of
if they
can be
attributed
fatalde
policies
"Fortress
Europe"

SalvamentoM/IOM
SalvamentoM/IOM

30/07/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, off coast of Achakkar (MA), 2 rescued

Tanja7/IOM

30/07/18

6

N.N. (3 children)

unknown

found dead after migrant shipwreck in the Aegean Sea near the Greek island of Lesbos

InfoMigrants

29/07/18

1

N.N. (boy, 14)

unknown

body found in advanced state of decomposition in the Evros river, Greece-Turkey border

KI/IOM

25/07/18

2

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies recovered in Tajoura, Libya

IOMLibya

24/07/18

1

N.N. (man)

Egypt

shot by security official when truck carrying immigrants crashed into checkpoint in Al Baydan (LY)

EFE/LibOb/IOM

unknown

drowned, fell from raft after several days at sea off coast of Al-Hoceima (MA), 32 rescued

Caminando/IOM/APDHA

1

N.N. (pregnant girl, 16)

unknown

died in the Mediterranean S., put in rubber boat after she could not be used as sex slave due to pregnancy

TimesM

22/07/18

1

N.N. (man, 45)

unknown

died in shipwreck on the Mediterranean Sea, was fleeing from militia in his home town, was father of three

TimesM

22/07/18

1

N.N. (man, 20)

Syria

suicide, found hanged in in Oinofyta refugee camp, north of Athens (GR)

KI

20/07/18

3

N.N. (18-30)

Algeria

presumed drowned, were on a fishing boat that capsized off coast of Cherchell (DZ), 10 rescued

ElW/AlgériePresse/IOM

20/07/18

2

N.N.

unknown

died after being hit by train near Antheia (GR) where train track runs parallel to Greek-Turkish border

APnews/KI/IOMGreece

19/07/18

2

N.N. (woman, man)

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies found in Tajoura and Garabulli (LY)

IOMLibya

19/07/18

4

N.N. (1 baby, 2 small boys, 1 w)

Turkey

2 drowned, 2 missing after crossing the Evros river (TR/GR); family fleeing political purge; 5 survivors

InfoMigrants/PatrasT/Euronews/IOMTurkey

18/07/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

died of sickness before he could attempt to get from Nador (MA) to the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES)

AMDH/IOM

18/07/18

49 N.N. (children, w (1 preg.), men)

Syria

19 drowned, 30 missing in a migrant shipwreck between Turkey and Cyprus; 103 people rescued

Reuters/AA/NationalAE/StarTribune/Spokesman/Dem

16/07/18

1

unknown

died on drifting migrant boat in Mediterranean; 165 rescued, 2 others were abandoned and died later

BBC/LibyanNavy/IOM

died after they were abandoned at sea because they refused to board Libyan Coast Guard’s ship

N.N. (baby girl)

Reuters/ANSA/BBC/Guardian/Independent/DailyMail

16/07/18

2

N.N. (boy, 4; woman)

unknown

16/07/18

8

N.N. (6 children, 1 woman, 1 m)

Sub-Saharan Africa, Pakistan, found suffocated in refrigerated truck container near Zuwarah (LY); 90 others taken to hospital

Aljazeera/Carbonated/Reuters/Zuwara/IOM
IOMLibya

15/07/18

17 N.N.

unknown

drowned at unspecified location off coast of Sabratha (LY), 18 rescued

13/07/18

4

N.N. (boy, 17; 3 adults)

Somalia

drowned when they jumped into the Mediterranean to reach a rescue ship, near Linosa island (IT)

ANSA/IOMItaly/StarTribune/Flavio

09/07/18

9

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies found at different locations off coast of Libya

IOMLibya

08/07/18

45 N.N. (7 women)

Sub-Saharan Africa

bodies found off Larache (MA), while trying to cross to Spain via Atlantic Ocean; 33 rescued

MEM/MorWN

05/07/18

1

N.N. (man, 22)

Pakistan

drowned by temperature shock while bathing in River Uni in Bihać (BA), near Croation border

N1/Klix/GlasSrpske/IOM

04/07/18

1

Yemane (man, 20)

Eritrea

committed suicide in park in Geneva (CH), asylum application was refused one year before

Vivre

03/07/18

7

N.N.

Africa

drowned, bodies were floating around the sinking rubber boat off coast of Libya, 125 rescued

LibyanNavy/Guardian/IOM
WatchTheMed/IOM

03/07/18

1

N.N. (man, 19)

Senegal

died on boat in distress trying to reach from Morocco to Spain, fellow travelers want to send his body back home

04/07/18

1

Jamal Nasser Mahmoudi (m, 23)

Iran

suicide, hung himself in Hotel Spinsar, Kabul, Afghanistan after being deported from Germany

Gandhara/Flucht/AZ

01/07/18

63 N.N.

unknown

died after small rubber boat capsized off Al Khums (LY); 41 people rescued

SeaWatch/IOM/UN

01/07/18

114 N.N. (3 children, 20 w, 91 m)

unknown

missing after migrant boat capsized off Libya; 16 people rescued

IOMLibya/UN/ABC17/UNHCR/Guardian/SeaWatch

Lebanon

suicide in Amsterdam (NL) after getting papers and housing; had fled due to being gay

Noelhuis
Independent

30/06/18
28/06/18
27/06/18

1

Walid (man)

1

Mustafa Dawood (man, 23)

Sudan

fell through roof while trying to escape unexpected immigration raid at his workplace in Newport (GB)

unknown

3 drowned, 100 missing after migrant boat sank in the Mediterranean Sea near Tripoli (LY); 16 rescued

IOM/UN/GreekReporter/UNHCR/ABC17/IOMLibya/Se

N.N. (1 woman; 2 men)

unknown

died in car accident, after Italian vehicle veered off course on highway near Alexandropoulis (GR), 7 injured

KI/IOM

103 N.N. (3 babies, 30 w., 70 men)
3

25/06/18

2

N.N. (men)

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka

died after van carrying migrants hit bridge between Radovish and Shtip (MK), 17 injured, driver escaped

Xinhua/IOMMacedonia

24/06/18

8

N.N.

unknown

bodies recovered in Al Maya and Sayiad (LY)

IOMLibya

N.N.

22/06/18

5

Sudan, Nigeria, Chad, Egypt drowned after migrant dinghy sank near Garabulli (LY); 94 people rescued

DailyMail/IOMLibya

21/06/18

26 N.N.

unknown

bodies recovered at various locations off coast of Libya

IOMLibya

21/06/18

1

N.N. (man, ±35)

Africa

drowned, body found floating in front of beach in Ventimiglia (IT) near border with France

LR/Giornale/IOM

21/06/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned in the Evros river (TR/GR) at Turkish-Greek border, body found after 3 weeks

UNHCR/IOM

20/06/18

1

N.N.

Sub-Saharan Africa

found dead during a rescue off coast of Al Hamidiyah, Tajoura (LY); 82 people rescued

LibCoastG/IOM

20/06/18

50 N.N.

unknown

missing in migrant shipwreck off coast of Garabulli (LY)

UNHCR/IOM/BBC/USAToday

19/06/18

6

unknown

drowned when rubber dinghy capsized off coast of Al Maya (LY); 50 people rescued

IOMLibya

19/06/18

95 N.N.

N.N. (2 children)

unknown

missing in migrant shipwreck off coast of Mayia (LY); 5 people rescued

UNHCR/IOM/BBC/USAToday

19/06/18

1

Guinea

stowaway, crushed to death under axle of tourist bus in Berchem-Sainte-Agathe (BE) trying to reach England

RTLbe/RTBF/IOM/Nieuwsblad

19/06/18

70 N.N.

unknown

missing in migrant shipwreck off coast of Dela (LY); 60 people rescued

USAToday/BBC/IOM/UNHCR

18/06/18

5

N.N. (2 little boys, 3 women)

unknown

drowned trying to climb onto Libyan coastguard boat in panic during a shipwreck; 115 rescued

Ya.N/LibyanNavy/IOMLibya/AFP

18/06/18

1

N.N. (girl, 4)

Iraq

died after falling into a deep sewer drain at refugee camp in Thiva, Greece

Ansamed

17/06/18

43 N.N. (1 baby, 2 women, 5 men)

Sub-Saharan Africa

5 drowned, 38 missing in shipwreck in the Alboran Sea between Morocco and Spain; only 4 survivors

Ideal/ElPais/SalvaM/EurPress/Watchthemed/IOM

17/06/18

1

N.N.

unknown

died on board of a commercial ship after having been rescued off coast of Libya

IlTempo/IOM

Amadou Ourez (man, 20)

16/06/18

1

N.N.

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards west of Idlib, Syria, trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

16/06/18

4

N.N.

unknown

drowned in shipwrecks between Morocco and Spain; 986 people rescued that day

Spectator

14/06/18

2

N.N.

unknown

missing after migrant boat from Tangiers (MA) capsized shortly after departure; 4 survivors

Watchthemed

14/06/18

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead during rescue operation in the Strait of Gibraltar, between Spain and Morocco, 11 survivors

SalvaM/IOM

12/06/18

1

Louis (man, 19)

Ghana

suicide, hanged himself in reception centre Croisilles (FR) was to meet psychologist prior to his act

VoixDuNord/france3/KozPost/CMS

12/06/18

76 N.N. (1 child, 15 women)

unknown

12 drowned, 64 missing after a dinghy sank off coast of Libya; 41 people rescued

DailyMail/SeaWatch/IOMItaly/USNaval

11/06/18

1

N.N. (man, ±25)

unknown

hit by unidentified vehicle on A16 motorway near Calais (FR) on his way to Great-Britain

NordLittoral/IOM/LePhare/Radio6/CMS

10/06/18

1

N.N. (man, 21)

unknown

got crushed between two trucks in Port of Patras (GR) on his way to Italy

HelCoastG/IOM

09/06/18

2

N.N. (men)

Sudan, Nigeria

List
documented
deaths of refugees
and
dueMarittima
to the
"Fortress Europe"
10/06/18of 136
N.N.570
(man, 18)
unknown
stowaway, fell from
truck onmigrants
highway near Falconara
(IT), diedrestrictive
of injuries in hospital policies of ChronAncona/IOM/CorAdriatico
Documentation
by UNITED as of 1 April 2019
09/06/18
1 N.N. (young man)
Syria

09/06/18
4 N.N.
unknown
Death
by
Policy - Time for Change!

missing during critical rescue off coast of Libya as reported by relatives; 229 people rescued

SOSMed/MSF/IOM

shot by Turkish border guards near Iskenderun (TR), trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

found dead during rescue operations between Morocco and Spain; 49 people saved from same boat

NOS/EP/DailyStarLB/KSL

09/06/18
2 N.N.
unknown
drowned off coast of Libya; 937 migrants from the same boat were rescued
CNN/IOMItaly
Campaign information: Facebook - UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths
08/06/18
1 N.N.
unknown
fell off migrant boat off coast of Libya, before other 119 passengers were rescued
SeaWatch/IOM
UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees
08/06/18
6 N.N. (3 children 5, 9, 12)
Iraq, Syria
died in car accident, minivan crashed into wall at Egnatia Odos highway, near Kavala (GR), 11 survivors
KI/CypMail/IOMGreece
Amsterdam secretariat: Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands, tel +31-6-48808808, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org
06/06/18
1 N.N. (boy)
Syria
shot by Turkish border guards near Iskenderun (TR), while trying to reach Turkey with his family
SOHR/IOM
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
06/06/18
1 N.N. (man, ± 35)
unknown
stowaway, died of asphyxiation in van traveling from Greece, found on A57 highway near Venice (IT)
LaNVenezia/IOM/ANSA
04/06/18

3

1

N.N. (man, 41)

Georgia

suicide, hanged himself in detention center Büren (DE) despite mental illness not send to hospital

NW

1

Zahra Bilal (girl, 10)

Syria

went missing after speedboat capsized off coast of Kekova Geyikova island (TR), 5 rescued

TurkishCoastG/DailySabah/IOM/Ansamed/StarTribun

Kurdistan Syria
Kurdistan Syria

drowned, with 4 siblings, speedboat sank off coast of Kekova Geyikova island (TR), parents rescued
drowned,
withare4 listed
siblings,
speedboat
sank off coast
Kekova
Geyikova
island
(TR), parents rescued
Deaths
if they
can be attributed
to the of
fatal
policies
of "Fortress
Europe"

TurkishCoastG/DailySabah/IOM/Ansamed/StarTribun
TurkishCoastG/DailySabah/IOM/Ansamed/StarTribun

03/06/18
found
03/06/18
dead

1

name,Bilal
gender,
Mohammed
(boy, 14)

1
1

Amina Rashid (girl, 3)
Dijwar Rashid (boy, twin, 8)

03/06/18

1

Shiar Rashid (twin, 8)

Kurdistan Syria

(border
closure,
laws,speedboat
accommodation,
detention
deportations,
carrier (TR),
sanctions…)
drowned,
withasylum
4 siblings,
sank off
coast ofpolicy,
Kekova
Geyikova island
parents rescued

03/06/18

1

Dildar Rashid (boy, 10)

Kurdistan Syria

drowned, with 4 siblings, speedboat sank off coast of Kekova Geyikova island (TR), parents rescued

03/06/18

1

Darin Rashid (boy, 13)

Kurdistan Syria

drowned, with 4 siblings, speedboat sank off coast of Kekova Geyikova island (TR), parents rescued

TurkishCoastG/DailySabah/IOM/Ansamed/StarTribun

03/06/18

1

N.N. (young man)

unknown

drowned, body found in Kupa river near Gornje Prilišće (HR) on border with Slovenia

KAPortal/24 sata/Radio Mreznica/Tportal/IOM

03/06/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body found in state of advanced decomposition on Plage Sidi Rihane east of Algiers (DZ)

La Dépêche de Kabylie/IOM

03/06/18

3

N.N. (1 woman; 2 men)

Syria

drowned, 1 missing, speedboat capsized off the coast of Kekova Geyikova island (TR), 5 rescued

TurkishCoastG/DailySabah/IOM/Ansamed/StarTribun

02/06/18

8

N.N. (1 woman, 7 men)

unknown

7 died, 1 missing in shipwreck in the Mediterranean Sea between Spain and Morocco; 1 survivor

Watchthemed

03/06/18
03/06/18

22/08/18
2 N.N.
unknown
found dead on boat in danger of sinking south of Malta, a patrol vessel rescued 100 persons
ArmedForces/IOM/JosephMuscat
Campaign information: Facebook - UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths
20/08/18
1 Ahmed Traouit (man, 26)
Tunisia
drowned, off coast of Ajim (TN), 1 rescued
Kapitalis/IOMTunisia
UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees
20/08/18
8 N.N. (young men)
Tunisia
drowned, boat broke down off coast of Ajim (TN), 1 rescued
Kapitalis/IOMTunisia/Mosaique
Amsterdam secretariat: Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands, tel +31-6-48808808, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org
18/08/18
1 N.N. (man, 19)
Vietnam
died after being hit by car in Jabbeke (BE) while trying to cross to England by climbing truck at nearby parking
Standaard/Sudinfo/IOM/7sur7
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
17/08/18
8 N.N. (men)
Ivory Coast, Congo
drowned when maritime guard intercepted boat off coast of Jebiniana (TN), 14 survivors
VOAafrique/IOMTunisia/Mosaique
15/08/18
found
12/08/18
dead

10 N.N.

22/07/18

in Jul 18

List
documented
deaths
of refugees
migrants
theincl.restrictive
policies of IRIN
"Fortress Europe"
in Sep 18of 336
N.N.570
(incl 1 woman)
Syria,
Iraq
died in car crash and
while driving
through Northern due
Greece; 7to
survivors
dead woman’s 2 children
Documentation
by UNITED as of 1 April 2019
27/08/18
1 N.N.
unknown

24/07/18

number

14/10/18

age

region
Syria

of origin

deathisland (TR), 5 rescued
went missing after speedboat capsized off coastcause
of Kekovaof
Geyikova

source
TurkishCoastG/DailySabah/IOM/Ansamed/StarTribun
TurkishCoastG/DailySabah/IOM/Ansamed/StarTribun 4
TurkishCoastG/DailySabah/IOM/Ansamed/StarTribun

02/06/18

2

N.N. (woman, man)

Sub-Saharan Africa

drowned, bodies found on beach in Tanger (MA)

APDHA/IOM

02/06/18

1

Ammar (boy)

Tunisia

drowned with 111 others when boat to Italy sank off coast of Kerkennah island, Tunisia; 68 rescued

WorldCrunch

02/06/18

1

Tarek (boy)

Tunisia

drowned with 111 others when boat to Italy sank off coast of Kerkennah island, Tunisia; 68 rescued

WorldCrunch

02/06/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned when migrant boat sank in Mediterranean Sea between North Africa and Spain; 41 rescued

StarTribune/Ansamed/Firstpost/Gulf

02/06/18

1

Zoubeir (boy, 17)

Tunisia

drowned with 111 others when boat to Italy sank off coast of Kerkennah island, Tunisia; 68 rescued

MEOnline

02/06/18

1

Riadh Khalifa (boy)

Tunisia

drowned with 111 others when boat to Italy sank off coast of Kerkennah island, Tunisia; 68 rescued

MEOnline

02/06/18
in Jun 18

108 N.N. (6 women)
1

N.N. (man)

Tunisia, Libya, Morocco, Sub-S80 drowned, 28 missing when boat to Italy sank off coast of Kerkennah island, Tunisia; 68 rescued

CNN/BBC/Reuters/VK/DailyMail/DailySabah/Aljazeer

Morocco

IrishTimes

stabbed to death at Velika Kladuša refugee camp at Bosnian-Croatian border

29/05/18

2

N.N.

unknown

1 dissapeared , 1 found dead after shipwreck in the Strait of Gibraltar near Tarifa (ES), 3 rescued

SalvaM/Caminando/IOM

28/05/18

2

N.N. (woman; girl)

unknown

drowned, while trying to cross the Evros/Meric river near Gemici (TR) to Bulgaria

Kronos Haber/IOMTurkey

27/05/18

1

N.N. (man)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Idlib Governorate, Syria, trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

26/05/18

1

N.N. (man, 20)

Eritrea

died of illness and starvation on migrant boat travelling from Libya to Italy; other 720 people rescued

UNHCR/IOM

26/05/18

1

N.N.

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards near Idlib Governorate, Syria, trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

26/05/18

1

Mamadou ba Camara (young m.)

Guinea

found dead in his tent by other migrants, in forest near the Melilla border fence, Nador (MA)

APSM/AMDH/IOM

25/05/18

5

N.N. (2 boys, 2 men)

unknown

missing, after panic broke out at sight of Libyan Coast Guard arriving to a rescue in the Mediterranean

SeaWatch

25/05/18

1

Mohamed Fofana (man, 28)

unknown

died of hypothermia, at Col de l'Échelle mountain pass (IT), earlier same day rejected at French border

Quotidiano/LR/Le Monde/IOM

25/05/18

1

N.N. (man)

24/05/18

18 N.N. (2 women, 2 men)

Syria

drowned, taken by the current trying to cross the Evros/Meric river, near Uzunkopru (TR)

HurriyetDN/IOMTurkey

Morocco

4 drowned, 14 missing in migrant shipwreck off Ben Mansour beach (MA); 12 people rescued

ELM/Hespress

22/05/18

1

N.N.

Afghanistan

died in vehicle accident, box truck with migrants overturned near Bayramli, Van region (TR) 70 injured

AA/IOM

21/05/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, trying to cross the Kolpa/Kupa river, Slovenian-Crotian border, near Rosalnice (SI), 2 survivors

Delo/IOMSlovenia

20/05/18

1

Ihsan Udin (man, 21)

Afghanistan

drowned near Cazin (BA) in the Korana river that runs between Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia

Nezavisne/InfoMigrants/AFP/IOM

18/05/18

1

N.N. (man)

Africa

body found by hikers in high mountain forest in Montgenèvre (FR) near Italian border

20Mf/InfoMigrants/DICI/IOM

17/05/18

1

Mawda Shawri (girl, 2)

Kurdistan Iraq

killed by runaway police bullet near Mons (BE) in wild pursuit of migrant vehicle headed for UK

AD/RTBF/RTLbe/DH/Sputnik/IOMZambia/EastAfrican

14/05/18

7

N.N. (3 children)

Afghanistan

drowned, small boat from Ayvalik (TR) capsized on way to Lesbos (GR); 13 rescued

DailySabah/TurkCoastG/IOMTurkey

13/05/18

1

N.N. (man)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Darkoush, Syria, trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

13/05/18

9

N.N. (2 men, 25 to 30)

Syria

drowned, bodies found washed up on the shores of Karpaz region, Northern Cyprus

Kibrik/Reuters/IOMTurkey
LibCoastG/IOM Libya

12/05/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

found dead in the Mediterranean Sea off coast of Al Khums (LY)

10/05/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

body recovered in well in Beni Chiker (MA) near Melilla border fence

AMDH/IOM

08/05/18

2

N.N. (1 man)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Idlib Governorate, Syria, trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

08/05/18

1

N.N. (man, 20-25)

Afghanistan

drowned after he jumped drunk into canal in Paris (FR), had been living in nearby migrant camp

Parisien/LeFigaro/FranceBleu/NouvelObs/Ya.N

07/05/18

1

N.N.

unknown

died attempting to cross the Evros River from Turkey to Greece near Didymoteicho (GR)

Watchthemed

07/05/18

1

Blessing Matthew Obie (w., 19)

Nigeria

drowned in the Durance river near Briançon (Alps, French/Italian border) while fleeing the police

Vivre/CDS/Francetvinfo/20MF/IOM/DICI

06/05/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

found dead in a canal near the “Millenaire” migrant camp in Paris (FR)

NouvelObs/FranceBleu/Ya.N

06/05/18

4

N.N. (1 man)

Africa

1 died off coast of Tripoli (LY) after Libyan coast guard banned NGO ships for rescue; 3 missing, 114 rescued

AFP/IOM Libya/BangkokPost

05/05/18

13 N.N. (1 woman)

Comoros, Madagascar

1 drowned, 12 missing when boat sank trying to reach Mayotte (FR) from the Comoros Islands

ComoresInfo

01/05/18

1

Kurdistan Iraq

jumped from window of refugee centre, Apolda (DE); depressed, not allowed leaving the center, maltreatment

VRF/FR/Flucht

Faraidun Salam Aziz (man, 38)

in May 18

1

N. (man, 19)

Eritrea

committed suicide in London hostel (GB) due to heavy stress of protracted asylum decision process

Guardian/DailyMail

in May 18

1

N.N. (young man)

Afghanistan

drowned trying to cross from Bosnia to Croatia via the Korana river

IrishTimes

in May 18

9

N.N.

Syria

drowned when migrant boat capsized between Turkey and Cyprus

Spokesman

30/04/18

2

N.N. (2 men)

unknown

bodies recovered in Gasr Garabulli (aka Castelverde) (LY)

IOM Libya

30/04/18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

body recovered on Tajoura beach (LY)

IOM Libya

30/04/18

6

N.N. (1 baby; 5 men)

unknown

bodies recovered in Zuwara (LY)

IOM Libya

N.N. (man)

IOMSlovenia/TotSloveniaNews

30/04/18

1

Algeria

drowned trying to swim across the Kolpa River on Croatian-Slovenian border; 7 intercepted by police

29/04/18

19 N.N. (1 man)

Africa

16 drowned in shipwreck off Cap Falcon, Oran (DZ) on way to Spain; 3 missing, 19 rescued

ObsAlgerie/Caminando/EFE/Réf/Oran/IOM

25/04/18

17 N.N.

Sub-Saharan Africa

5 drowned afer boat sank between Morocco and Spain near Alboran Island; 12 missing, 17 rescued

ElDiario/Caminando/SalvaM/EuroPress

24/04/18

9

unknown

died in a shipwreck in the Aegean Sea, trying to cross from Turkey to Greece; 3 people rescued

GreekReporter

22/04/18

11 N.N. (1 boy; 10 men)

unknown

drowned when rubber dinghy overturned in the Mediterranean Sea near Sabratha (LY); 83 rescued

MEE/Reuters/IOM Libya/JapanTimes

20/04/18

1

Nahom Tadese (6 months, boy)

Eritrea

strangled by desperate mother who hanged herself afterwards in Eckolstädt asylum centre (DE)

Berliner Ztg/FR-th/OTZ/Flucht

20/04/18

1

Snaid Tadese (woman, 19)

Eritrea

suicide, strangled her baby and hanged herself out of despair in Eckolstädt asylum centre (DE)

Berliner Ztg/FR-th/OTZ/Flucht

20/04/18

1

N.N. (man, 30)

unknown

electrocuted when he climbed on roof of freight train in depot outside Thessaloniki (GR)

AP/NYTimes/DailyMail/StarTribune

N.N.

19/04/18

2

N.N.

unknown

died in accident in Horasan (TR) when smuggler driving their truck saw control point and panicked

HurriyetDN/PrensaLat

14/04/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

died of cardiac arrest, body found near border fence in Anyera in the Spanish enclave of Ceuta (ES)

FaroeCeuta/APDHA/Ceuta TV/IOM

13/04/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

died of cardiac arrest, body found near border fence in Anyera in the Spanish enclave of Ceuta (ES)

FaroCeuta/APDHA/IOM/Ceuta TV

10/04/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned in the Kolpa River near _rnomelj (SI) on border with Croatia

IOMSlovenia/AFP

09/04/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned in the Kolpa River near _rnomelj (SI) on border with Croatia

DELO/IOMSlovenia

09/04/18

36 N.N.

unknown

6 presumed drowned off coast of Houara 20 km south of Tangiers (MA); 30 missing, 10 survived

EFE/Caminando/El Diario/IOM

06/04/18

1

unknown

NUMBER

List
570
deaths of refugees
and
migrants
policies of El"Fortress
06/04/18of 136
Omar
"Susi" documented
(boy, 16)
Maghreb
deliberately crushed
by truck
near Port of Ceutadue
(ES) afterto
driverthe
chasedrestrictive
after refugees
Faro de Ceuta/CeutaEurope"
Actualidad/IOM
N.N. (woman)

Documentation
by UNITED as of 1 April 2019
02/04/18
1 N.N. (man)
unknown

01/04/18 11 N.N. (1 man)
unknown
Death
by Policy - Time for Change!

drowned, found on Jabonera beach in Tarifa, Cádiz (ES)

Diario de Cádiz/IOM/EPress/EFE

presumed drowned, body found 6 nautical miles northwest of Port of Bouzedjar in Ain Témouchent (DZ)

Liberté/Ouest Tribune/IOM

4 drowned after boat capsized between Tangier (MA) and Tarifa (ES); 7 missing, 1 rescued

WatchTheMed/IOMSpain/SalvaM/ELM/HinduTimes

01/04/18
1 N.N. (man)
unknown
presumed drowned, body found off coast of Al Hoceima (MA)
EFE/IOM/YYABI
Campaign information: Facebook - UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths
01/04/18
1 N.N. (man)
unknown
presumed drowned, body found near Habibas Islands off coast of Ain Témouchent (DZ)
Réf/DK/OuestT/IOM
UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees
in Apr 18
1 N.N.
unknown
body found by rescuers in the Alps on the French-Italian border after the snow had melted
CNN
Amsterdam secretariat: Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands, tel +31-6-48808808, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org
31/03/18
1 Dexter Bristol (man, 57)
Great Britain
Windrush migrant, died of heart attack in London; racist policies, stress of having to prove GB citizenship
DailyMail/Telegraph/Independent
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
31/03/18
1 N.N.
unknown
presumed drowned, body found west of Sbiaat beach in Ain Témouchent (DZ)
Réf/DK/OuestT/IOM
17 N.N.

29/03/18
found
28/03/18
dead

number

30/03/18

7

N.N. (7 men)

unknown
unknown

region
Eritrea

of origin

presumed drowned, unspecified location in the Strait of Gibraltar between Morocco and Spain

Reu./LV/IOM
Caminando/IOM

1

N.N.name,
(boy, 16) gender,

1
1

N.N. (woman)
N.N. (man, 22)

unknown
Algeria

20/03/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

18/03/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body recovered on beach in Rota, Cádiz (ES)

GuardiaCivil/EPress/IOM

24/03/18
22/03/18

age

died in vehicle accident in province of Igdir province (TR) near border with Armenia; 33 survivors

cause
ofnear
death
died in hospital in Lille after jumping from truck on
motorway
Port of Calais (FR)

source
CMS/Parisien/VoixDuNord/IOM

died of lack of access to medicines in hospital in Turin (IT) after being turned away on Italian-French border
stowaway,
2 vehicles
at Zeebrugge
(BE)ofwhile
tryingEurope"
to get to Great Britain
Deathsgot
arestuck
listedbetween
if they can
be attributed
to the fatalport
policies
"Fortress

CDS/FrSoir/IOM
CMS

(border
closure,
asylum body
laws, found
accommodation,
policy, deportations, carrier sanctions…)
presumed
drowned,
on shore ofdetention
Tripoli (LY)

IOMLibya

17/03/18

3

Darvish (2 young adults, 1 man)

Afghanistan

father with adult children, drowned with 16 others when boat capsized off Agathonisi (GR), 3 rescued

ProAsyl/HellCoastG/IOM Greece/Reuters/AP/ChNew

17/03/18

1

Freshta Darvish (woman)

Afghanistan

drowned with 18 others when migrant boat capsized off coast of Agathonisi (GR), 3 rescued

ProAsyl/HellCoastG/IOM Greece/Reuters/AP/ChNew

17/03/18

4

Malek (children)

Afghanistan

drowned with 15 others when migrant boat capsized off coast of Agathonisi (GR), 3 rescued

ProAsyl/HellCoastG/IOM Greece/Reuters/AP/ChNew

17/03/18

1

Ejaz Khan (man, 25)

Afghanistan

killed by knife in Calais (FR) near the hospital where food distribution had been creating conflicts

LeMonde/PassH/CMS

17/03/18

11 N.N. (5 children)

Afghanistan, Iraq

16 drowned after migrant boat capsized off coast of Agathonisi (GR); 3 missing, 3 rescued

HellCoastG/IOM Greece/Reuters/AP/ProAsyl/ChNew

17/03/18

2

N.N.

unknown

died in vehicle acccident on highway near Xanthi (GR) near Bulgarian border; 7 survivors

Reu./AP/IOM/ChNewsAsia

16/03/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

presumed drowned, body found on beach in Tinajo, Lanzarote, Canary Islands (ES)

EFE/La Provincia/IOM/VozDeL

15/03/18

1

Mame Mbaye Ndiaye (man, 35)

Senegal

died of heart attack after police chased street vendor through Madrid (ES) until he collapsed

LocalES/AfricaNews/TeleSur/Novinite

14/03/18

1

N.N.

unknown

went missing during rescue operation in the sea near Tangiers (MA); 9 rescued

Watch TheMed

13/03/18

1

Tesfalidet “Segen” Tesfon (man, 22) Eritrea

died of tuberculosis and malnutrition after being rescued from boat; had been trapped in Libya for 18 months

Proactiva/IOM/ANSA/Reuters/LocalIT/HRW

12/03/18

12 N.N.

unknown

found dead on sinking boat in the Alboran Sea between Morocco and Spain; 22 rescued

Caminando Fronteras/IOM

12/03/18

1

N.N. (man, ±30)

Africa or Asia

found dead in delta of the Evros River on Turkish-Greek border

AP/MENAFN/IOM

10/03/18

1

N.N. (man, 32)

Algeria

died after fall during conflict with personnel of his extra supervised asylum centre in Hoogeveen (NL)

VK/GovNL

08/03/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body recovered on beach in Rota, Cádiz, (ES)

Guardia Civil/EPress/IOM

06/03/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned in the Evros River near Edirne (TR) near Greek border

IOMTurkey/HurriyetDN

03/03/18

23 N.N. (2 babies; 4 women; 17 men)

Sub-Saharan Africa

2 found dead on boat, presumed drowned off coast of Libya; 21 missing, 30 survivors

SOSMed/IOM/Reuters/Novinite

03/03/18

3

N.N. (2 women; 1 man)

unknown

drowned, bodies found off coast of Benzú in the Spanish enclave of Ceuta (ES); 2 survivors

UNHCRSpain/Caminando/IOM/El Periódico/La Vang

01/03/18

1

Lamine Condeh (man, 20)

Sierra Leone

died due to lack of medical care in Passau (DE), had previously been deported to Italy despite severe illness

matteo/Flucht

28/02/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

found dead by coast guard near Bouzedjar beach in Ain Témouchent (DZ)

RadioAlg/IOM

27/02/18

6

N.N. (4 children; 1 woman; 1 man)

unknown

died of hypothermia near the Mergasur River (IQ) close to Turkish border; 4 survivors

Kurdistan24/DailySabah/IOM/Rudaw

26/02/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

died of cardiac arrest, body found in Tarifa, Cádiz (ES)

EPress/IOM/JuntaAndalucía

25/02/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

presumed drowned, body found at Levante beach in Cádiz (ES)

EPress/AndalucíaInfo/IOM/CostaCádiz

21/02/18

2

N.N. (1 woman; 1 man)

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies found 25 nautical miles north of Béni-Saf in Ain Témouchent (DZ)

SoirAlgerie/Algérie360/IOM/Réf

18/02/18

2

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies found 8 nautical miles north of Bouzedjar beach in Ain Témouchent DZ)

Réflexion/IOM Algeria

17/02/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned, body found 10 km off coast of Benabdelmalek Ramdane in Mostaganem (DZ)

IOM Algeria/TheHuff

16/02/18

1

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, body retrieved in Zawiyah (LY)

IOM Libya

16/02/18

1

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, body retrieved in Tripoli (LY)

IOM Libya
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EDITORIAL VOLTAIRE

late as the 1960s everyone must be
aware that the wealth in the industrial
nations can only be generated with the
help of migrant workers. The Idea of a
national culture has not been tenable
since the beg inning of civilizations.
We see in all cultures the permanent
exchange of ideas, be it in architecture,
prose, or pop culture.
The lesson that should have been
learned by all nations since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in
1948 is surely: We are all human beings
and have the same rights. Humanity
requires us to guarantee the right of life,
to freedom and consequently the security
of the person, this to every human
being – regardless of his or her place
of residence and legal status.

VOLTAIRE 7

MIGRATION

Our ancestors left Africa as economic
refugees. In our western, Christian-influenced world, dramatic refugee stories
have been preached from the pulpit
for centuries. Even in recent times, flight
and migration movements have shaped
our cultures. The French cathedral in
berlin, the house numbers in Cologne
or the most popular type of snack in
Germany, have all been created by
migrants. In the decade after the 2nd
world war, 12 million people were intergrated into Germany.
Despite all these difficult, but ulti
mately positive developments in the
history of mankind, parts of all societies
in Europe refuse migrants entry. The
arguments for this have been the same
for thousands of years and are essentially characterised by fear. The fear
of change and the loss of their own social
status, however insignificant that may
be. For 150 years, the protection of the
nation, the nation state and the economy
has been particularly emphasized. As
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#REFUGEE
CAMERAS

Line
1

Photography

2
Title

3
4
5
6
7
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9
10
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15
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18
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20
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

35
36
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

MIGRATION

34

VOLTAIRE 7

33

MIGRATION

32

periment. Lets try to give the refugees a
voice. Lets try to let them decide, what is
important to say and what is not. Let us
see the individual behind the anonymous
concept of a „refugee“. Let photography
be the medium for this. 3 days later I was
on a plane to Izmir with 15 single-use
cameras in my bag and envelopes to send
them back to me. These are the people I
met and a selection of photos that came
back to me.

VOLTAIRE 7

The refugee „crisis“ appears in the media
every day. Each day I saw the same
pictures. It always frustrated me. As a
photographer I asked myself: Can I
photograph this in a different way? Will
I see exactly this, when I am there by
myself? Does the coverage miss something or have the wrong focus? All these
questions had no satisfying answers,
but I realised: We always decide what is
important to say and what is not. We are
those who tell their stories. I knew I won’t
be able overcome these barriers in my
head and decided to start a risky ex-

31

31
32
33
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Zakaria (Syria)
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MIGRATION

CAMERA #1 [6 out of 15] Photographer: 		
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14

MIGRATION
PAGE

VOLTAIRE 7

CAMERA #2
[4 out of 15]
Photographer: Hamza (Aleppo, Syria)
Abdulmonem (Aleppo, Syria)
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MIGRATION
PAGE

Photographer: Dyab (Syria)

VOLTAIRE 7

Camera #5 [12 out of 15]
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Photographer
Last Name

Photographer
Name

LOCATION:

Ministry for State

Security of

the GDR

(MfS)

Title

Reenactment Mfs

The sequences shown

are photographic reen-

here in excerpts origi- actments of attempts to
Conservation of memories

nate from the much

escape. For the staged

more extensive work

series of images, the

„Reenactment MfS“,

people picked up had

which is fed by diverse to reenact their recently
visual legacies of the

failed escape for the

Ministry for State Secu- photographer of state
rity of the GDR (MfS).

security. The photos

The work as well as

were later used in the

the book should not be

processes as evidence.

understood as a collection of documents, but
as a carefully edited
collage of visual relics
of differentiated visual
quality that connects
the subject of state
terror. A recurring image

MIGRATION
VOLTAIRE 7
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MIGRATION
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type in the Stasi files
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On February 26, 1972, a Cadillac with the 			
American license
		
plate number USA EK6233 was stopped at kilometer 71.5,
exit Wollin, on the transit route between
Dreilinden and Marienborn.
Three adults and a small
child were found in the trunk.

MIGRATION
VOLTAIRE 7

22

MIGRATION
PAGE

VOLTAIRE 7

The incident
was reenacted and
photographed at
the scene		
of the arrest.

PAGE
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PAGE
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PAGE
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VOLTAIRE 7

MIGRATION

Police present a family of five and their two helpers who
were discovered and arrested at the border crossing point
at Drewitz in the night of August 18 and 19, 1972,
attempting to escape from East Germany to West Berlin
their
hidden in a van. They were forced to reenact
positions in the van for documentation purposes.
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9645 KM ERINNERUNG

MIGRATION

28

VOLTAIRE 7

PAGE

MIGRATION

How to make visible events that are per
manently etched in the memory of those
affected, but which nevertheless lie in the
nameless. Events that are stored in the
memories from an infinite number of
memories and sources?
In the work „9645 Kilometer Erin
nerung“, personal memories and images
merge into a collective stream of memory.
Starting point for this are the life historical
experiences and memories of our grand
father, who fought as a German soldier in
the Second World War. To this end, Nora

Schätzle and I travelled through Eastern
Europe and captured landscapes and
places that have witnessed the war years
as constant mute witnesses and which
still retain their timelessness today.
I photographed people who were
in the same place as my grandfather
at the same time, but who experienced
history(s) from a different perspective.
The current portraits of the women and
men and their personal documents from
the past do not produce a linear, consistent picture. On the contrary, there is
a living relationship between past and
present, which is reflected in the faces of
the people, inscribed in their bodies and
their expressions.

VOLTAIRE 7

To this day, the experiences of the Second
World War and the post-war period con
tinue to shape the inhabitants of Europe.
What can be told about the experiences of
a generation, what can be captured in
pictures of memories that, more than Sixty
years after the end of the Second World
War, are still saturated with threats
and violence?
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SL AT KI

(RUSSIA)

Ivan Danilovich Yatsenko

Near Krakow there was a battle, and some
Soviet soldiers were surrounded. Our
division broke out and we discovered a
village where many, many tanks and
modern weapons were being stored. Then
suddenly there were explosions and
shots everywhere! We saw that another
Soviet unit was withdrawing from the
village and so we also ran away.
One commanding officer stopped
us and ordered us to shoot at the fleeing
unit. I thought, how can I shoot my own
people? And we shot into the air and
then disappeared very quickly, before the
com manding officer noticed that we
weren‘t shooting. On the way, we met some
German soldiers. When we shouted
‚Stop, hands up‘, they ran away. We ran after
them and found a German camp. One of
our soldiers ran back to pass the informa
tion on. Another threw a grenade into a
building the Germans had disappeared into.
Ivan Danilovich Yatsenko

Krakow, 		

(Slatki, Russia)

Poland

R O ST O W-O N-D O N
(RUSSIA)
Ludmilla Alexeyevna Vedenskaya
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War is something terrible! In a crowded
place, not far from here, a bomb fell,
and about a hundred people died. There
were body parts scattered everywhere.
On the walls of the buildings and in the
street. The worst thing, however, were
the bombs which looked like a horse, a
bear or a doll.

Ludmilla

Alexeyevna Vedenskaya (Rostow-on-Don)
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Sigishoara,

Moldovan (Sighisoara,
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Again and again, there were bombardments
at night. It was as light as day. We
stayed with a landlady. There were some
young Germans living in another room.
The Germans shared their food with our
family. They were very good boys. They
said, ‚We don‘t want the war, Hitler does.‘
And they asked my father why he wasn‘t
in the war. He said he didn‘t want to kill
such young people. He just couldn‘t do
that and he wanted to live. He was later
called up after all, and I was taken to
Germany to work.

N O V O C H E R K A S S K
( R U S S I A )
Ridor Kukoz (Ivanovitsch)

I was studying in Kyrgyzstan. But because
there was so little to eat, I joined the
army in the hope of not having to suffer
from hunger there any more. The food
in the Russian army wasn‘t good either,
but it was better than going, hungry.
But things were very hard on the front line.
Either you shot or the enemy shot at you.
Once, I got to know a German soldier. This
soldier was an old man whose leg was
seriously injured. I saw the soldier lying
on the ground. The soldier said: `Hitler
kaput, Stalin kaput.‘ I thought that the soldier might be hungry and gave him some
bread. He asked me to shoot him, but I
couldn‘t do that and I left him lying there.

PR AGUE
(C ZECH

REPUB L I C )

Bruno Korner

„We experienced the war from the other
side. My father was a Social-Democratic
functionary. This was a serious crime under
the Nazis. My mother was a Jew. But
the best thing was that my mother was
Catholic. She once said: ‚We were just
Nazis manques.‘ My friends from school,
they promised to hang me from the candelabra and set fire to me. But I wasn‘t
at all involved politically. I just never got
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on with the Nazis. Then in 44, I got a
summons. The address was the Gestapo.
Naturally, I didn‘t know at once what was
happening. The reason was the Nuremberg
laws. I was in three internment camps.
First I was in Upper Silesia. Well that was
no fun. Then the front got closer and I
ran away. I then had to report again and
ended up in Osterode in the Harz region.
That was quite a bit worse. There was
a real concentration camp next to us. We
were lucky that they didn‘t have any more
fabric for those striped outfits.
Otherwise I wouldn‘t have been
able to run away again. In Osterode,
I managed not to have to do any labour.
In the early morning, someone had a
list and read out the names and we had
to go up and say ‚here‘. I went up and
said ‚here‘ and went back to the camp. I‘m not
cheeky by nature, but when it‘s necessary,
then yes. I had false papers that I had
issued myself, because one of us worked
in the office in Osterode. After my escape,
I was then hidden here in Meiselgasse. The
end of the war was a Wednesday. The
next morning, the Russians came. But
we didn‘t have any great joy with them
either. I had to go through the same
things here as with the Nazis for another
8 months.

Sibiu,

Romania

EESKE BUDEJOVICE
(CZECH REPUBLIC)
Frantisek Skanta

It was 28 May 1945. The German soldiers
were on the run from the East Russian
front, fleeing in the direction of their home
land. Five German soldiers with insignia
came to our village. Two men from the
village, armed only with sticks, took these
five heavily armed soldiers prisoner.
Then they took the prisoners through the
forest to the Russian camp that was about
20 kilometres away. For me, this is a true
act of heroism.

MIGRATION

( U K R A I N E )

Maria Leonchuk (Nasilievna)
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Z L A T A
(CZECH

K O R U N A
REPUBLIC)

Ladislav Lepsi

Here on the street, everyone who tried to
flee towards Germany came through.
The first to come were the Hungarians who
fought for Germany. The Americans re
buffed them at the border and delivered
them up to the Russians. The Russians
took all the jewellery and watches off the
Hungarians and what they couldn‘t use
they ground into the earth. Then they shot
the Hungarians on the spot. I could
observe all this on the way back from my
apprenticeship place at the border.
Later, the Germans came. The street was
completely full. Some stayed here for
2 to 3 days and then continued to flee. They
even slept in our haylofts. At the border,
the Americans disarmed everyone and who
ever had fought on Russian soil was sent
back to the Russian zone.

E N N S

Raya Logvinova

Lischenko

(Sloviansk, Ukraine)

( A U S T R I A )

Herrmann Schmiederl

The bridge at Enns was really a bridge of
destiny. Whoever got to the other side
saw themselves as saved, the first stop on
Western soil. Many tried to swim across
or use a boat, and some were shot dead in
the process. There was a but on each
side of the bridge. If you weren‘t ‚tainted‘,
you got a pass; you had to have 10
stamps. Some of the Russians couldn‘t
read and only counted whether there were
10 stamps. Once, I, in my capacity as
doctor, was called to the other side. The
first prisoners had been brought back
from Russia. The train was such a train of
misery. There were amputated young
men, just freshly bandaged; they had built
boards with casters and slid around on
the ground with them.

Anton Schmiatzek 		
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(Vienna, Austria)

Enns,

Austria
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Today I leave for Calais, for the last time.
My friend has heard me say this more
than once, but this place always pulls me
back. “Let’s see what the situation is now.”
“It’s an addiction,” she says. In recent years
Calais, for me, has become symbolic
of the problems surrounding illegal immigration in Europe. It is the place where
the hidden world of illegality comes to the
surface and becomes visible. Calais
is also the place where a better life is drea
med of for the last time. For those who
get to the other side, there is only the harsh
reality of the illegal life in the big city or
deportation back to the homeland.
In 2001 I was in Calais for the first
time. Groups of illegal immigrants stormed
the Eurotunnel and there was much fuss
about the shelter organized by the Red
Cross in Sangatte. It supposedly attrac
ted large groups of illegal immigrants
trying to come to England through the
tunnel. There was then a lot of media
attention to this problem. Upon arrival
at Sangatte, I was struck by the large
number of immigrants and the inevitability of the problem.
At night, I saw groups of men walk
ing around looking for a hole in a fence
or an opportunity to climb on a train. What
struck me most of all was the ‘dullness’
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with which the reporting media came to
‘cover’ their story. It was rumoured that
a camera crew was even handing out wire
cutters so that the cutting of the fence
could be captured on film. I took some pic
tures at the time, but I decided not to do
anything with them.
In 2005 I was asked by Doctors with
out Borders to make a reportage on
earthquake-hit Pakistan. For me, working
in a disaster area was a completely unknown thing. I arrived one month after the
earthquake and felt - morally speaking
- forced to take pictures of the devastation.
These are the kind of pictures people
want to see of such a disaster. Apart from
the misery and sorrow, I saw the resilience
of the people and their urge to survive.
What caught the eye most of all was
the fact that the tents in the camps had
been given a homey touch. So I noticed
that people had put up gardens around
the entrance of their tent, an image as moving as it is surprising. In one way or
another I could, through the need to create
order and domesticity, empathise more
strongly with their misery. At the same I was
painfully aware that this kind of topic
wouldn’t work at all back home. Since that
time, I am torn between the nature of
my personal motivations and the desir-
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between a factory and a suburb. From
the road there was nothing special to
see, just a few villas with backyards bor
dering the forest. Between the trees I
came across colourful shacks made of
blankets and clothing and all sorts of
waste materials, carefully tied together
with bits of rope and tape. It smellt
of urine and other waste and layers of
clothes and shoes were lying in the
mud. I was really surprised; I did not expect
seeing something this “un-European” less
than 250 km away from my house.
A Pakistani boy told me that life is
hard in the ‘jungle’ (which is what the
place was called). Without basic accommodation of any kind they tried to survive
with the support of charitable organizations.
Every night they climbed in, on, or under
a truck, hoping that it would bring them to
the Promised Land - Britain - unseen. Some
huts were empty because the temporary
occupants may have been lucky that night.

MIGRATION

ability of journalistic convention. Upon
my return I examined the possibilities of
photographing the phenomenon of
domesticity in refugee camps, with the idea
to help create an alternative image of
refugees in a meaningful way. Shortly after
wards I learned about illegal immigrants
in the forests of Calais through the media.
The shelter at Sangatte had long been
closed; the then Interior Minister, Sarkozy
had closed the camp and abandoned
its inhabitants at the end of 2002 for populist motives (in his eyes this solved
the problem of the illegal immigrants). So
this is where I had to go to see what the
situation was like.
Beginning January 2006 I left for
Calais again, but with a different intention
than before. Upon my arrival, I came across
groups of men everywhere. There seemed
to be more than in 2001. The ones I talked
to pointed me to a wooded area just outside Calais. The terrain was sandwiched

VOLTAIRE 7

Dunkirk, France, April 2010

But there was a bigger chance that they
weren’t lucky and were arrested by the
police. The empty huts were usually quickly
taken by newcomers. So there was this
miserable kind of continuity.
The jungle was roughly divided into
three areas: the African section, the
Indian section and the Pakistani-Afghan
section. There was a certain degree of
rivalry between these groups that escalated into regular outbursts of violence,
often sparked by nocturnal disagreement
over which group first succeeded in finding
a suitable truck. ‘Finding’ in this context, by
the way, really meant that mafia-like gangs
offered a truck as a means of transport at
a high price.
What touched me most was that the
huts were left so neatly, despite the
awareness that every day could be the last.
Blankets lay neatly folded and coats
were tidily hung. For me it soon became
clear that these colourful shacks would
be “my” symbol for illegality. It allowed me
to give a more indirect and subdued
picture of what it means to be excluded.
By focusing on something as ‘trivial’
as ‘shelters’ I hope to provoke a more
humane compassion in the viewer than by
following the standard ‘human interest’
approach in which the so-called ‘story’ of
the wretched fellow human is exposed.
It’s a bit like how a background reporting
relates to hard journalism.
By leaving out information, I appeal
to the imagination and empathy of the
viewer, with the intention that he or she will
create an image of the preservation of
universal human dignity in their own mind,
set against the oppression of the deplorable housing and living conditions. That
dignity is expressed mainly in the neatly
folded or hanging clothes, sleeping bags
and blankets, the clean-kept surroundings,
and the eliminated waste. People remaining human in an inhuman situation.
The camps were regularly cleared
by the police but new ones were established just as quickly. In 2009, one camp
actually grew into a mega-camp, with a
mosque, a bakery and a real camp store.

In the heyday of this camp it accommodated more than a thousand Afghans.
Late September 2009, the camp was flat
tened by bulldozers, an event that was
accompanied by much media attention.
After I had taken pictures in Calais for a
whole winter, I looked for other places
in Europe where I might find a similar or
comparable situation.
My search brought me to Malta,
southern Spain, Madrid, Rome, Tenerife
and the Greek Patra. During these visits
I found the places where the immigrants
stayed ‘in transit’ especially interesting.
The places where people stayed longer,
such as squats, presented to homey
an image and, more importantly: I was usu
ally made to feel completely unwelcome.
Immigrants in transit have nothing to lose
because they have nothing. People who
have built a precarious existence have a
lot to lose, which is why they don’t want
to be noticed.
Being on the move (in transit) leads
to temporary solutions to the need for
housing - a shelter. Certain creativity is re
quired to build a ‘shelter’ from found
materials. Somewhere I recognize those
human qualities in these temporary structures; they remind me of camping with the
Boy Scouts or building a cabin in the
woods, in the attic or under the table. Those
shelters gave me safe, secure feelings
when I was a child, out there in that big dark
attic or in the wet forest. None of this
is noncommittal, there is something uncom
fortable about this recognition, it creates
a false link between my subject and my
own life.
The search for shelters occasionally
made me face rather difficult decisions. For
instance, I was in 2007 in Melilla (Mo
rocco) because I had heard of illegals who
camped out in the woods around this
Spanish enclave awaiting an opportunity
to climb over the fence to Europe. Despite good research I knew within one hour
of arrival that for me as a photographer
with my specific subject matter there
would be nothing here. There were illegal
immigrants and big problems, but no huts
PAGE
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Calais, France, February 2009

Calais, France, February 2006
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After driving for three and half hours I arrive
in Calais. Normally you see groups of
young men are everywhere. I stop at the
place where aid agencies hand out break
fast. Again, nobody. There is a bus from
the CRS (Compagnies Républicaines de
Sécurité), the feared police, from where I
am closely observed. I decide to drive past
the places where months before I had

MIGRATION
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During their journey through Europe, they
have discovered that the attention by
the press for their existence hasn’t done
them much good. On the contrary, attention
means politicians who want to do something about the situation – and that means
“visits” by the police. Attention means
trouble. “What is it to us?”, is a common
question.

VOLTAIRE 7

or temporary shelters. I took some photos
with the realization that I probably would
do nothing with them- it did not fit in my
story. Try explaining that to people who accost you to tell you their story. They hope
that as a photographer I can do something for them. The hope that a journalist
can mean something diminishes during
the tour of Europe. Shortly after arrival, the
men still have great confidence in the
press. They want to tell you everything
because they are so embittered by all
the injustice that has happened and still
happens to them.
Their story has to be told to the
world and the problems that they face
every day could, as far as they are con
cerned, easily be solved. In a later
stage of the journey their cynicism and
distrust of the press has grown and
after the umpteenth encounter with a jour
nalist who wants to put a story together,
there is nothing but distrust and dislike.

found many huts. These places had not
changed much over the years.Especially
the overgrown bushes in the dunes were
always occupied. The dunes are covered
with dense thorn bushes. If you didn’t know
better, this would seem like a normal
piece of nature, but in between the bushes, there are huts hidden. I’ve never been
able to make good photo here because of
the dense undergrowth.
Again, you immediately notice that
the place is deserted. There was always
someone on the lookout for the police. Now
it’s quiet. When I walk through the bushes,
I see garbage everywhere and trampled
huts. The camp was obviously abandoned in a hurry. In one camp fire I find
a thermos and a notebook with a pen
next to it. Everywhere traces of food: cans,
discarded empty packs of pasta and rice.
It is clear that the police have
been at work here. Life is made impossible for the people here. The camps “vi

sited” by the police a couple times a day.
The men are prevented from sleeping
and continually chased, until they give
up. But these guys do not give up so
quickly. They have been in worse predicaments. The chase has been going
on for years but the situation there has
never changed, let alone improved.
I go back to look at the place where the
aid agencies are distributing food. Now I
see a couple of Afghan boys. I recognize
one of them from my last visit in the
spring. He tells me that everyone is gone.
To other places where the police leave
them alone, like Paris and Dunkirk. The
situation in Calais is currently hopeless
and it does not make much sense to wait
here, the border really seems closed. I
wonder how it is possible that the border
that has been leaky for years could have
suddenly been sealed off so tightly.
According to Frontex (European
Agency for the monitoring of the com
PAGE
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Italy is currently the promised land. To get
there, more water must be crossed, from
Patra. After that hurdle is taken, disappointment awaits in Italy. Again, they
are all but welcome here. Rome is a dis
tribution point. Most Afghans get together
at the Roman Ostiense station, for
information and to find relative security
and safety amongst fellow sufferers.
When you look around you see
them at all major stations in Europe.
Their destination remains basically still Calais, but there are much less journeys
made in that direction now. England was
indeed the Promised Land for many
years for the illegal worker (here you could
work hard undisturbedly and make money
for your family), but that seems largely
over. The boys who just arrived cannot un
derstand why they cannot go to England.
“We just come to work hard. The British
were fighting in our country because they
supposedly wanted to help us.

MIGRATION

mon borders) there are three main reasons:
the lack of employment in the EU because of the economic crisis, the stricter
immigration and asylum procedures in
Member States and effective cooperation
with the countries of origin. There are
still a few guys there who arrived a few
days ago. Their faces betray a level of
disappointment, or rather, defeat which I
barely imagine. These guys tell me how
their journey through Europe went. The
broad outlines of their story are like many
stories I have heard before. Most of these
guys follow the same route.
Afghans - who in recent years I’ve
met the most by far - are left in Turkey
by smugglers. With boats they cross the
border to Greece. There they are confined
in camps and later led into illegality, in
many cases with worthless residence pa
pers. But there is currently no work in
Greece and survival is almost impossible.
The dream must be sought elsewhere.

Calais,

VOLTAIRE 7

Calais, France,

France, February

Now that we come to them because our
country is destroyed by war, we are
suddenly not welcome. “The man I met
earlier told me that more and more
people give up. They give themselves up
to the police.
The UNHCR has even opened a
special repatriation office. This is news
to me and makes me sad. Even though
it sounds acceptable, the consequences
of a return are extremely serious. The loan
of a cool € 10,000 to pay the smugglers
will never be repaid and brings them and
their families in the downward spiral of
a bleak and hopeless existence.
After these conversations, I wonder if I should search for new camps
around the port of Dunkirk. Who knows,
there is still something unexpected going
on. But I decide to drive back home. I
realize that the rapidly changing political
and economic situation in Europe has
changed the circumstances of illegal immi

2006

grants in a new way, bringing different
problems than the ones they have experi
enced in recent years. Politicians want to
demonstrate that they approach these
problems in a decisive manner. The illegal
immigrant will now carefully hide from
view since being too visible or gathering
in groups can lead to immediate action by
the police. But as long as there is inequ
ality in the world, the problem will remain,
in one form or another. Europe hides
more and more behind its barricaded bor
ders, but those who fight for their hopes
of a decent life, will always find opportunities to overcome these boundaries.
But those who don’t give up their hopes for
their hope of a decent life, will always find
opportunities to cross these boundaries.
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Calais, France, January 			

2008
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Calais, France, February 2009
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Route with a group of refugees:
Turkey—Greece—Macedonia—Serbia—
Croatia—Slovenia—Austria
—final desitination Germany.
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Peshmerga operating at the frontline

in sight of ISIS troops.

In his project, “Escaping Death: Syrian
Refugees,” German photographer Felix
Kleymann documented the current refugee
crisis, having posed as a refugee himself
in order to be smuggled to Europe in a rubber dingy. His journey started in northern
Iraq, where he documented life in refugee
camps. Many displaced people there
were receiving shelter, but still hoped to
return to Syria one day. From there he went
to the refugee camps in southern Turkey,
bordering Syria. This is where many began
journeys to escape war and famine in Syria
and find a better life in Europe.
To get the truest angle on their hardships, Felix rode with refugees crossing
the Mediterranean in a rubber dingy. Unfit
for the 15 km trip, across frequently rough
waters, from Turkey’s west coast to the

Irak, Mossul

Greek islands of Lesvos and Chios, the
boats would not have met any humane
standard. There were not enough lifejackets
for everyone. Through interviews he conducted along the smuggling chain, Felix
learned not every refugee made it to the
other side.
After crossing into Greece, Felix
followed a group through Macedonia,
Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Austria, and finally,
to Germany. The boat they had taken
was fortunate to survive the weather, but
the journey thereafter showed Felix it was
hardly the only time they would need luck
to survive inhumane conditions in a flight
of desperation.
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Turkey, Antakya, 2015.
The border region around
Antakya became the
first stop on the way to Europe for
many refugees.

Most IDPs moved to safer
of Iraq.
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Iraq, Duhok, 2015. 		
regions in the north
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Greece, Idomeni, 2015. The border 		
crossing
to
Macedonia. During the waiting period, washed clothes are dried 		
on hay bales.

Serbia, Presevo, 2015. A group of refugees
the 			
station of Presevo.

is waiting for the 		

train at
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Croatia,
Slavonski Brod,
2015.
Registration
of
incoming
refugees
in Croatia.
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Croatia, 2015. Border security to
		Slovenia.
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Germany, 		
Passau, 2015.
At Passau Central Station, all
arriving refugees are 				
being cared for in a 		
reception center.
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I M P O R T A N T N O T E

Island of Lesvos, Greece. 			
Thousands of
migrants are
boarding the ships from Lesvos to Athens.

Greece has been the gate to Europe since 2009 when the immigration crisis broke out. Refugees from Asia, Africa and the
Middle East crossed the Greek boarders either by land or sea. The last two years the situation has deteriorated with over
1,023,930 people making their way into the EU. In fear of immigrant invasion and terrorism, 12 razor-wire fences were built
by European and Balkan counties. Today, more than 57.000 refugees/immigrants are trapped in Greece. With no efficient
action by EU and while Greece struggles in the middle of financial and social crisis, it seems inevitable to deal with the issue. At the same time and despite people‘s efforts refugees/immigrants hardly manage to maintain their basic rights. They
have to deal not only with their uncertain future but also with xenophobia, violence and marginalisation.
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03-2016 Port of Mytilene, island of Lesbos. 		
A refugee child under custody
aboard a
police bus waiting to be transferred at camp of Moria, which following the EU-Turkey agreement has 		
			
been transformed to a detention facility under the jurisdiction of the police.
More than 300 people have
arrived on the island
			
this morning. 9/2015 Island of
Lesvos, Greece. (R) Thousands of migrants are boarding the ships from Lesvos to Athens.
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11,12-2015 		
Greek Macedonian borders. (L)A migrant walking
in the rain in front of the
makeshift camp made by Maghrebis and
Iranian migrants close to
the Greek-Macedonia boarder.
(R) An Afghan mother cries while waiting in the line many hours to cross the boarder.
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28/11/2015 (R) A Macedonian soldier ties up 		
the last wire on the metal fence built by the
Macedonian army at the Greek-Macedonian border near Idomeni, Greece. 					
The fence is being erected with the aim of controlling the migrants' flow through the Balkans. Last
week, Macedonia imposed tougher border controls,
allowing
entry only to those who are fleeing from
war-torn countries. 		
(L) An iranian refugee, one of
the thousands who are traped
between Greek-Machedonian boarders, cries in front of the Macedonian riot police.
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Migrants and refugees
wait to cross
the Greek-Macedonian border near
the town of
Gevgelija, on December 3 2015.
Since last week,
Macedonia has restricted
passage
to
northern Europe to only Syrians, Iraqis and Afghans who
are considered war refugees. All other
nationalities are deemed economic migrants and told to turn back. Over 1,500 people are
stuck on the
border, mostly Indians, Moroccans, Bangladeshis and Pakistanis.
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(R) An Iranian migrant while holding his			
of the Greek police
for the right to cross the boarder.
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In February 2016, photographer Alex John
Beck traveled to Lebanon and Jordan.
He collaborated with the NGO Oxfam
International and they explored together
what it meant to be displaced, what it meant
to connect to home, to family, to the
community. In a situation unique to our time,
displacement no longer means a disconnect from the homeland. Cellphones
are ubiquitous, cheap and powerful.
There is vibrant, consistent discourse between a migrant and home.
Cellphone+ pictures reveal the hidden
network of communication between
migrants, a world ignored in the standard
reporting which focuses on physical
place and physical connection. In many
cases, refugees are observed by the
security services of their host communi-

ties to look for ISIS sympathizers among
them. It is evidence enough for terrorist
sympathies, to receive any messages from
rebel-held areas. So, refugees selfcensor themselves, delete all images
and messages as soon as they receive
them. Like walkers in the desert, brushing away their footprints.
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”I love humanity and
humans.
I promised that,
in my life, I‘d
never cause anyone pain or sadness. And
I wish that our suffering could end by
returning to a country			
which respects human values, so I can
spend the rest of my
life
in happiness,
		
cheerfulness
and pleasure.“
// Shatilla, Beirut, Lebanon.
A photography of his daughter
and
her children, as taken by her
husband on their safe arrival in Denmark.
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”I am 11 years old.
I live in Zaatari
refugee camp.
I wish
I could be a
doctor
when I grow
up. “
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”Syria
is the cradle of
civilization. If only we still had
our beloved Syria. What if it came
back to us?
And we would come
back as we were
in the past. Oh beloved Syria. Oh
Syria, oh my friends,
oh my family, oh my district.
I wish
I could return to
al-Tabqah,
my friends,
my
family.
I wish we could
retrieve past memories.“
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// H* was
called to join the
army, but was luckily smuggled
across the border. He lost his toes
to a bomb on the road.
He was engaged a few years ago but
he is no longer sure where
his
financé is living. He lost touch
with her when he was trying to
leave and does not have a way of
reaching her.
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“The suffering of S, refugee from
Hama. I hope Syria recovers its
security, its stability. A request
for the compotent states. Please
help the refugees.
Work on
returning them to their countries.
Support the refugees in Lebanon,
Jordan, Turkey and every
country
that hosts them.“
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//
Beqaa Valley, Lebanon. All
pictures deleted,
to
avoid 		
detention by
Hezbollah fighters searching the
camps for ISIS.
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”If only the old
days could come
back. We miss Syria.“
//
M* several years ago,
outside his workplace.

A picture sent by her eldest son, who
was killed by a bomb in
Yarmouk,
a Palestinian
refugee camp in the suburbs of Damascus.

”Syria was
more
beautiful in the past
that now. I wish I could
return to Aleppo. To walk
in the streets.“
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// Beqaa Valley,
Lebanon,
looking
toward Syria.
A photo
from
Aleppo, where
he‘s from. J* (16), a
cousin passed by his home
a month after he fled
and it was
completely destroyed.
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”I wish I could
travel.
I love the birds
that travel without
a passport,
or a visa.
Hope I
could
travel today,
before tomorrow. “
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// A picture
of their street in Homs, taken the week
before they left. J* and his
family left Homs in
March, 2013. For nearly fifteen years his parents had
worked to buy the corner store (grocery and
coffee) and the home their family lived in. They made
the
fin al payments
right before they had to flee.
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”I am from Syria. 			
I live in
Jordan. I only wish to return to my home country,
Syria. I mean its streets.
I wish I could see my
neighbors,
family, loved ones, friends. I miss its
air, water. Everything in it.“
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institutions, infrastructures, and social
processes that make up the Swiss security complex.
In How to Secure a Country, Vitale
explores the country’s formal and informal
security measures by focusing on the seemingly matter of fact type of instructions,
protocols, bureaucracies, and clear-cut
solutions he visualizes, together with his
various collaborators, in photographs, texts,
and visualizations of data. The result
aims at grasping the wider contexts
and the functioning of an exemplary
contemporary society that is in many
ways emblematic of social, political, and
economic vectors and global trends.
Seen in this perspective, Switzerland
is part of globalization processes — as a
localized node and point of culmination of
many globalized flows and movements,
but not based on a theory of historical
exceptionalism.
TAKEN FROM THE OPENING
ESSAY BY LARS WILLUMEIT

MIGRATION

As becomes clear from Vitale’s essay in
this volume, upon moving to Lugano in
2005, he was often surprised and fascinated by the way that issues pertaining to
security were discussed and portrayed
differently to his earlier context. But
when in 2014 the Swiss electorate voted
in favor of a popular referendum termed
Gegen Masseneinwanderung (against mass
immigration), which was aimed at curbing
migration to Switzerland, Salvatore Vitale,
himself living as an immigrant in that
country, was also irritated and felt the need
to research the phenomenon of security
and its discursive and institutional framing.
This, in order to comprehend where
the deeper motives and roots of the
political discourse, which often conflated
identity, exclusion, protection, and security, originated. He therefore set out to
understand the seeming obsession with
security and its concomitant attitudes,
behavior, codes, and protocols, observed
both in individual practices but also in
public political discourse regarding the
framing of security and migration. In order
to achieve this, he visually explored the
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Previous page: A border guard is
peforming a fingerprint registration
during
an
immigration control at the railway station at the Swiss-Italian border. 		
In
this particular case the
Border Police
controls an Eritrean asylum seeker.
In 2016, 27.207 persons applied for asylum
in Switzerland. The main countries of
aorigin were
Eritrea, Afghanistan, Syria,
Somalia, Sri Lanka and Iraq.

Upper left:
A traffic sign to mark the beginning of
Swiss territory at a
remote customs stop. The
protection of remote customs posts is part of an ongoing
discussion
between Swiss authorities and politicans about the economic and
public
security fields.
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Lower left: A border guard
agent during a security
check. This type of control
is very frequent and aims to identify and stop illegal activities such as the smuggling
of contraband goods,
money laundering, illegal immigration
and drug importing.

Right: Security cell in a customs post
at the border. Customs posts are provided
with rooms utilized for cases of preventive detention. All of the objects inside the cell
are fastened and secure so as to avoid
their use as a weapon in
case of riots
or
suicide attempts.
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Height measurement 		
inside of a customs post.

scale in a

cell

A private security
agent
controlling traffic. Private security
is an integral part of the Swiss
security system.
Swiss military forces
often
delegate various services to private
security companies, and the Swiss
government is a principal supporter of
regulatory efforts for private military
and security companies (PMSCs).
It sponsors two
multi-stakeholder
initiatives aimed at
gaining government and
company
signatories to standarts which govern
PMSCs.
The Montreux
process is a purely intergovernmental
initiative; it seeks to
commit
states to
upholding international
humanitarian law and human rights if
and when they use private security
		
contractors.
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Above: An official military
training target, which
is
also commonly used for sport target
shooting.

Right: An assault 		
rifle customized for
sports purposes.
The Swiss pro-military
culture has made target shooting
a popular national
sport, even among children.
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PHOTOS AND TEXT JOSEF SCHULZ
TRANSLATION BETTINA MARA

ÜBERGANG
A look at Transnational Crossings in pictures
In the past, national borders were divisive
by character. In some cases their purpose
was to delineate between political, legal,
fiscal and monetary systems, in others
between linguistic and cultural differences.
Borders were lines, drawn not only across
territories but also through our heads.
Thus, anything that was different, incomprehensible or irritating belonged in its very
own physically defined space.

of past partition. They will remind us of what
has yet to be achieved, recalling that they
could one day easily be returned to their
previous function.
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The theme of my work is that of former
border stations at inner-European frontiers.
In working with these images, what was
primarily subject to modification was the
background. Landscape contexts are no
longer recognizable. Border landscapes
become unspecific and exchangeable.
Documentary-style sequencing and decontextualisation reduce the border posts
to a model. Architectural perceptions and
period trends in individual countries become
apparent. The border posts resemble
abandoned sentinels or faded monuments

MIGRATION

Moreover, my interest in these past places
of border-line experience can be traced
back to the story of my own life. I grew up in
Poland, a country whose territory was repeatedly redefined in the course of history.
The border police have now disappeared
In present-day Europe, internal borders from our frontiers, too, and the border
stations seem quite harmless today – but
are losing their political and economical
function of demarcation. But border posts they will continue to conjure up unsettling
are much easier to abolish than mental
images in our minds for many years to come.
barriers, and thus we continue to be conscious of former borders. Cultural divides
which continue to exist are not necessarily
perceived as negative, but for many of us
the geographical enlargement of the EU
and its present size are almost impossible
to fathom. The long-term repercussions
of an externally functional unit that at the
same time is culturally and conceptually
torn apart are not assessable as yet.
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Title

G E R M A N Y,

1992

East Germans demonstrate
in front of the asylum center in
Quedlinburg. 		
The demonstrators believe that after
the
Wende there would be no room for asylum seekers
in Germany anymore.
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G R E E C E,

1998

(Picture left)
Iraqi immigrants take their position in the
food
distribution by the Greek Orthodox Church in
the center of Athens.
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T U R K E Y,

1998

Pakistanis in a pension in Istanbul, Turkey. Most of
them previously worked in one of the Gulf
States, Hong Kong, or in South Korea. Because of the economic malaise in
Punjab, where they come from,
they can find no work at home.
Now 28 of them are on their way to Germany as a group. They hope to
find work there in restaurants or hotels, twelve hours
a day, six days a week, for a monthly salary
of 700 euro. For a payment of $600 per person they were led by a Kurdish guide through the mountains to
Turkey in four days.
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1998

When it got dark hundreds of Iraqi Kurds were looking for boxes
in
which they could spend the night. Early in the morning the
refuse
collectors appeared to clear 				
the boxes
away. By that time the Kurds had gone to the ring road
around Athens
in hope of finding illegal work. In the
afternoon the Albanian
traffickers appeared. Those who could pay their 			
price
can be taken to Floresccc in Albania to make the crossing to Italy in
fast rubber boats.
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G R E E C E,

I T A L Y,

1999
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Albanian agricultural

workers in a

pension in Casaluce.
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A L B A NIA,

2001

Setting accounts on the
border,
near Kapshtice.

F R A N C E,

Albanian-Greek

2000
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X-rays from a sycoscan in Calais reveal the 				
presence of
immigrants in a truck on 				
its way to England.
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IN EINER WELT BY GERDA NEUMANN
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RURAL EXODUS MONGOLIA BY MAXIMILIAN MANN
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live in the Gandan district in
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PAGE

celebrating in a yurt
childrens birthday party. 			
know country
relatives
during the long summer holidays.

Amaraa and Amaraa 		

MIGRATION

Gankhusel (left) and Gantogtokh (right)
Many of the children no longer
life and only
visit rural

characteristic of these residential areas.
For me, the yurt quarters are a symbol
of the incredibly fast change in Mongolia.
They form a kind of transition between
country and city and between nomad and
city life. Yurts eventually become houses
and nomads become city dwellers.
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Hardly any other country is affected by
climate change as much as Mongolia.
Once upon a time, nomads and their cattle
found everything they needed to live on
the steppes. However it is getting more
and more difficult. There has never been
a greater rural exodus than in recent
years. Annually thousands of families with their children move from the
steppes into the city in search of urban
happiness, work and training.
The yurt quarters on the outskirts
of the city are growing rapidly, 60 percent
of all Ulan-Batar residents now live in
these suburbs, some still in yurts. A lack
of hygienic conditions, a lack of drinking
water systems and medical care are

are very good friends and
Ulan Bataar.

Every year, families move with their children 			
from the steppes to the city
in
search of urban happiness and work.		
Nevertheless, according to the World
Bank,
15 percent of all Mongols live below the poverty line.
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Munkhbileg (3) lives in Ulan Bataar with several siblings, 		
the parents and their grandmother
Tsedew (91). 			
While Tsedew originally comes from 			
Khentii Province
and was traveling as a nomad,
the children only know the
city life.
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She used to live
in a yurt. 		
As very
often
in the area, the
yurt was replaced
by a small,
self-built house
after a few
years.
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Munkhbayarmaa
(back) regularly
visits her mother
with her child
Bilguun
(6 months).
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Bujambat* is unemployed and lives in a yurt
with two friends. 			
His legs had
to be severed by frostbite. 		
In winter Ulan Batar is considered
t h e dirtiest and
coldest
capital in the world, the average
temperature is
-20 degrees.				
*Name changed
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Bymbajaw (47) is an engineer and head of a small electronics
company on
the outskirts.

Munkhbayar (38) and his colleague
yurt acts
as a
camp and

are construction
workers. The
retreat during the breaks.
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AROUND
2,4 MILLION
RUSSIAN-GERMANS
LIVE IN GERMANY
T O D A Y.
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daily problems came the other difficulties.
The community, that was seen as Germans
in Russia, suddenly became Russian,
because they had cultural more incommon
with any village in Siberia, than with their
new homeland. Everything was different habits, society, even the German language
changed a lot in these 200 years.
Sometimes even after 15 or 25 years
in the new country, many of them feel a
strong nostalgia for the Russian widths,
consume the news from Russian media and
on the weekend play together a famous
Russian TV-Quiz from childhood. This is
a project about the life of people, who
are searching for their identity and their own
place in their new reality.
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Officially, these people are not immigrants,
they are Germans, who came back to
their motherland from Russia. That was
also the reason, why they got regular
German passports already at the state
border.
Their ancestors emigrated to Russia in the 18th century following the call
of queen Kathrin the Great to settle there.
At the beginning of the 20th cent ury,
already 1,7 Million Germans were living
in the so-called “German republic” in
the European part of Russia. During the
Second World War, they were seen as
enemies inside the country and were
deported to Siberia and Central Asia
without a right to come back.
In 1990, Germany and the Soviet
Union signed a pact that allowed „Soviet
citizens of German nationality“ to fulfill their
„national, linguistic and cultural identity”.
A lot of people used this possibility to escape from the bad economical situation,
poverty and instability in Russia and immigrated to Germany. But instead of these
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People put flowers on the monument of a liberation soldier in Treptower Park on May 9th in Berlin,
so called
“Victory Day” in Russia and former 			
Soviet Union countries. For many
Russian Germans,
				
Victory Day is not only a reason to celebrate the victory over fascism, but also
an opportunity to feel connected to their roots. Flags of Russia, the Soviet Union and the Red Army can be found
everywhere in Berlin on this day.
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A camp for refugees and late repatriates in Friedland, Lower Saxony. 		
The people
are
waiting for their documents and a temporary stay in Germany. Every Russian-German who
arrives as part of the resettlement 					
program must first
undergo a registration and medical examination in Friedland,
which takes about a week.
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A girl after the sacrament
ceremony at the Easter 				
liturgy in the
Russian Orthodox Church in Hanover. Many Russian Germans who were Protestants or atheists
in Russia
turned to Orthodoxy in Germany, partly because of the lack of social contacts in a daily life.
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Alla takes a break in one of the lounges of
the Russian sauna “VIP.
RU”. Alla is the only employee there. She keeps order, cooks some 		
Russian dishes for the visitors and answer the calls. The sauna was opened
		
6 years ago by a Russian-German family. The family became
close friends with Alla.

Diana plays with a scarf at a picnic in Hannover. 		
Diana is 11 years old, speaks
Russian with her parents, but with an accent and often uses German words.

Grigori Kramer, head
of the Cossack
Society in
Hanover, shows his students the technique of self-defence
in the context
of a
close combat training.
Cossacks
are a group of people who became known as members of democratic,
self-governing and
semi-military communities during
a tsarist period and who are predominantly located in southern
Russia. Today, Russian Cossack communities are
conservative and closely linked to the state.
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Visitors
of
the
annual "Russian fair“ in
Bad Salzuflen, North-Rhine
Westphalia
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Children play charades in the Russian youth
club of the
Tolstoy
Association in Hanover. The Tolstoy Association is trying to preserve
the Russian language and			
culture in the families of
Russian-speaking residents in Germany.
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The finale of the "What? Where? When? Tournament in Hanover.
"What? Where? When? - is a famous
intellectual Russian
television show that has been broadcast since 1975. Everything that
happens at the table 		
is filmed and transmitted to the moderator.
As in the TV
version, the moderator is invisible to the audience and is behind the red curtains.
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A religious procession during the Easter liturgy in 			
the Russian Orthodox
Church in Hanover. Many Russian Germans who were Protestants or atheists in Russia
turned to
Orthodoxy in Germany, partly because of the lack of social contacts in
a daily life.
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Between 2016 and 2019, the global mili
tary spending increased, continuously
breaking records, while bombs were falling
in numerous conflicts. The military was
also being strongly supported due to the
global political swing to the right.
During this period of time, I took a
look behind the scenes of the global
arms trade, of exclusive armament trade
fairs, accessible only for the audience
of experts, where the Who’s Who of politics
and industry meet each other and where
deals worth billions are made.
If the worst comes to the worst, the
weapons fall indirectly into the hands of
a dictator who could use them against his
own citizens, for example. The long-term
project „Nothing Personal“ shows the „Back
office of War“, which represents the total
opposite of a battlefield. It’s an oversized
playground for adults with beer, wine,
snacks and freshly polished weapons. Dead
bodies are made of mannequins or pixel
on screens with a wide range of life-like war
simulations. Battles are staged in the
middle of artificial settings, strongly applauded by generals, politicians, heads of

state and business people. „NextGen Lethality“ and „70 Years Defending Peace“,
these are the slogans of the global players
Rheinmetall and Kalashnikow.
In my work, there are no faces
shown on purpose. It deals with the
system itself and not with the individual
protagonist. The anonymized traders and
military with weapons, cannons or bombs
in front of their faces are inspired by
drawings by John Heartfield‘s, which he
made before the Second World War, as a
warning to the entire mankind. It stands
as a metaphor for the secrecy of the
arms industry.
The photos were taken between
September 2016 and October 2019 on
five continents, at armament trade fairs
in Poland, White Russia, South Korea,
Germany, France, South Africa, China,
Abu Dhabi, Peru, Russia, Vietnam, India
and the USA.
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Nordstadt is one of the largest immigrant
neighborhood in Germany. About 60,000
people from all over the world live there.
That‘s where I landed after leaving Bauru,
a small town in the heart of São Paulo.
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At the beginning, I didn‘t realize that I was
living in a so-called No-Go area until I had
my first appointment at the University‘s
office when the secretary told me: “Don‘t
go to Nordstadt, it‘s dangerous there.
They‘re gonna rob you”! This hint got
stuck somehow in my head and I started
thinking about it every day. I still don‘t
know exactly who those people she told
me about are.
The Dortmunder Ghetto is not as tough as
people say. On the streets you can see
children playing, old ladies walking by them
selves and people trying to integrate into
a new country. I like to see Nordstadt as a
big Eintopf (stew): different ingredients
that are mixed and cooked to create a whole
new and special flavor. As a child in Brazil,
I learned something important: You cannot
say that doesn‘t taste good, if you haven‘t
tasted it yet.
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WE ARE GEFRICANS BY ALEKSANDRA BARDAS

NAME: ALEKSANDRA

BARDAS		
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About every third black man in Europe has
been racially insulted in the past five
years - in Germany the number is even
higher: every second black man. This
is the result of a study by the European
Fundamental Rights Agency FRA (11/28/
2018 Deutschlandfunk Nova). Dis
advantages in job training or looking for
accommodation, like racial profiling, is
an everyday reality for many black people.
The situation and problems of black
people in Germany are the subject of
more intensive research today. Sociologist
Nkechi Madubuko found that when faced
with stereotypes and prejudices, black
academics are exposed to greater acculturation stress, to which they respond
with certain behavioral patterns. Not infrequently, they would have to do a lot
more than others in their specialist fields
in order to receive equal social recognition.
Many of them have problems finding
accommodation or looking for a job and
are confronted with everyday racism on
a daily basis.
The history of black Germans is not
young, but what do we know about our
fellow citizens and their culture? Can you
live out both cultures in Germany at the
same time? If so, how far? What stereotypes
do we still have about the others? And
why do people often feel excluded from
society?
The black women are portrayed
differently in society. Angry women, regardless of their skin color, are perceived as
weak and female, in contrast to male anger
as an expression of power and security.

DATE OF BIRTH:

11/10/1988

Dealing with the anger of black women is
often classified as aggressive, but there
is even a stereotype Angry Black Woman,
which can often be observed in films,
books, comedy series, music videos, which
is why many colored women often ex
perience double or even multiple Discrimi
nation due to skin color, gender or religion.
A lot of women are not allowed
to wear their natural afro curls in everyday
life, because it is considered neglected,
wild and untrustworthy, unprofessional,
Alice Hasters writes in her book „What
white people don‘t want to hear about
racism“. That is why the hair is often
adapted to the „white“, „european“ ideal
of beauty, smoothed, relaxed with the
smoothing agent, which has an aggressive
effect on hair and skin. On average, colored women spend 9 times more money
on hair care than white women. Afro hair
and the way you wear it is political.
Through my documentary work, I
research the life stories of the colored
women who build up their lives in Germany
and are ready to share their experiences.
Since the women show their presence
and social engagement in society much
more often, I found it very important to
focus on it. Every woman has, her special life story, her character and her own
way of finding the right way, for her.
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Farida‘s little sister
Jamila likes to draw
and would like to become an illustrator.

Farida, a 20 years old student, 		
wants to become an English and Spanish
teacher. She teaches while studying, is involved in a Muslim club and takes care 		
		
of a child with disabilities.
Because of her skin color and religion, she often experiences 		
double discrimination.
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In
the late
80s her father
came from Ghana
to Germany.
Later followed by
Farina
and
her mother. Her
three siblings
were
born in
Germany.
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Mokebia and her children often face prejudice. It is easier to deal with
it
as an adult, but the children are helpless in such situations. Every weekend
the family visit the church. 				
Soon the two older
boys will 		
celebrate their first communion.
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Katie Marple is a talented singer from Cologne.
For the video shoot of her new song
Wahala, a team of young, self-confident people from all over Germany came together.
This is what today‘s young generation looks like.
Singer, Influencer,
				Videomaker and Dancer.
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Photography

Author

Title

18-year-old Sana wakes up every day
at 6am in the apartment she shares
with her three sisters and mother on the
outskirts of Berlin. She rides the S-Bahn
45 minutes across town and shows up
for class by 8am. In school she learns
history, geography and maths but mostly
she learns German. It‘s a far cry from her
life in Kabul, Afghanistan where, instead
of going to school or learning how to read
and write, she works as a hairdresser.
Now, five days a week Sana goes to school.
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Once a week she leaves school and puts
on borrowed football cleats to join her
teammates at Champions ohne Grenzen,
a football team for refugee women in
Berlin, Germany. The players come from
Afghanistan, Iran, Syria, Somalia and
Albania. For most of them, this is the first
time they have ever played football.
RISE is a photo and text based
book project exploring the players‘ experiences both on and off the field – at
home, with family, navigating German
bureaucracy and growing as they become
contributing members of their communities. In Berlin since the mass wave of
migration in 2015, the women have spent
the past few years learning German,
going to school and establishing new lives.
Two years in the making, the final work
combines photography, journals, texts, interviews, poems and drawings in exhibition
and book form. It is an intimate portrait of
a group of young women, displaying the
highs and lows inherent in establishing a
new life in a different culture.
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„I started playing football 			
quite recently.
Before I
joined this club I had never watched a single football match on TV or at
a stadium. I wasn‘t interested in football at all! It is also funny
because
in a way I hated football. I could not
understand why
people would choose to play it instead of watching a TV series.
Now it‘s
different. I
really like playing football and I take training seriously.“
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Angela
Merkel
in Mönchengladbach
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Christ Merkel
with his
family in Eberswalde

It is October 4th, 2015: Germany has had an
eventful
few weeks.
June 2015: 53,721 refugees enter Germany.
August 2015: 104,460

refugees.

August 31: Angela Merkel says: „We can do it!“
September 2:
The photo of
drowned
refugee boy Alan Kurdi goes around the
world.

September 4: Hundreds of refugees
stranded
in Budapest march on the highway towards the
border, some hold up posters, then Angela
Merkel‘s face.
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At night, the German Chancellor
decides
to
let the refugees from Hungary come
to Germany on trains; this weekend
alone
there are 20,000. For some a humanitarian
rescue
operation
Merkel, for others
the moment of loss of control.
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There she is,
puffy-faced, with black
hair, underweight, only 2,5 kilograms,
but alive:
his daughter, Angela Merkel
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Angela 		
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15/02/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

presumed drowned, body found on Bouzedjar beach in Ain Témouchent (DZ)

AlgériePresse/Oran/Réf/IOM

15/02/18

2

N.N. (2 men)

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies found on Andalouses beach, Bousfer, west of Oran (DZ)

ElW/Réf/IOM

15/02/18

11 N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies retrieved in Zuwara (LY)

IOM Libya

14/02/18

1

N.N. (boy, 17)

Pakistan

drowned in Seine river, Paris (FR); under state protection but not enough care given, psych. problems

Le Monde

14/02/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

presumed drowned, body found on Sbiaat beach in El Messaid, Ain Témouchent (DZ)

RadioAlg/Oran/Réf/IOM

14/02/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

presumed drowned, body found on Sassel beach near Ouled Boudjemaa, Ain Témouchent (DZ)

RadioAlg/Oran/Réf/IOM

14/02/18

19 N.N. (4 children; 1 woman; 14 men) Somalia, Eritrea

died in vehicle accident 60 km southeast of Bani Walid (LY); 159 survivors

DTM/NationalAE/Reuters/MENAFN/IOMLibya

AZZIZA EL YABADRI, LEONIE LANGE,

13/02/18

1

Ibrahim Selim (boy, 3)

missing after boat sunk in the Evros River on TR-GR border; was fleeing post-coup crackdown in Turkey

Reuters/TDEMD/IOMTurkey/CDS/TurkeyPurge/TRM

ORKUN CETINKAYA, JOSHUA KRANEFELD,

13/02/18

1

Asl Dogan (woman, 27)

Turkey

missing after boat sunk in the Evros River on Turkish-Greek border; was fleeing post-coup crackdown in Turkey

Reu./TDEMD/IOM Turkey/TurkeyPurge/TRMinute

LUKAS SCHNEIDER, FABIENNE HARTLAGE,

13/02/18

1

Fahrettin Dogan (man, 29)

Turkey

missing after boat sunk in the Evros River on Turkish-Greek border; was fleeing post-coup crackdown in Turkey

Reuters/TDEMD/IOMTurkey/CDS/TurkeyPurge/TRM

13/02/18

1

Ugur Abdulrezzak (man, 39)

Turkey

missing after boat sunk in the Evros River on Turkish-Greek border; was fleeing post-coup crackdown in Turkey

Reu./TDEMD/IOM Turkey/TurkeyPurge/TRMinute

13/02/18

1

Halil Munir Abdulrezzak (boy, 3)

Turkey

drowned when boat sunk in the Evros River on Turkish-Greek border; son of teacher fleeing crackdown in Turkey

Reu./TDEMD/IOM Turkey/TurkeyPurge/TRMinute

LEA FRANKE, ANA MARIA SALES PRADO,

13/02/18

1

Enes Abdulrezzak (boy, 11)

Turkey

drowned when boat sunk in the Evros River on Turkish-Greek border; son of teacher fleeing crackdown in Turkey

Reu./TDEMD/IOM Turkey/TurkeyPurge/TRMinute

13/02/18

1

Ayse Abdulrezzak (woman, 37)

Turkey

drowned when boat sunk in the Evros River on Turkish-Greek border; teacher fleeing crackdown in Turkey

Reu./TDEMD/IOMTurkey/TurkeyPurge/TRMinute

ANNA RUMELD, MAXIMILIAN MANN,

13/02/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body found at Sidi Mejdoub beach, west of Mostaganem (DZ)

Alg24/IOMAlgeria
Hoy/LV/Onda/IOM
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30 Thanks

WILLIAM AARON HORSTMANN-CRAIG
PROF. DIRK GEBHARDT, PROF. LARS HARMSEN

presumed drowned, unspecified location in the Strait of Gibraltar between Morocco and Spain

Caminando/IOM

11/02/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned, body found off Bahara beach, Ouled Boughalem, 90 km east of Mostaganem (DZ)

ElW/AlgériePresse/IOM

11/02/18

5

N.N.

unknown

drowned, bodies found 22 miles off Cape of Three Forks in Nador (MA); 29 survivors

Caminando/EPress/IOM

10/02/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body found at Zeralda beach, near Algiers (DZ)

Alg24/IOMAlgeria

09/02/18

7

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies retrieved in Zuwara (LY)

IOM Libya

09/02/18

3

N.N. (3 men)

unknown

died of hypothermia, 27 miles off Alboran Island in Alboran Sea between Morocco and Spain; 32 survivors

SalvaM/Caminando/IOM

08/02/18

1

N.N. (man, 30)

Sudan

died of cold and lack of health care in front of a migrant reception centre in Paris (FR)

Le Monde

08/02/18

1

N.N.

unknown

drowned, body found off Kaf Lasfer beach, between Sidi Lakhdar and Hadjadj, 36 km east of Mostaganem (DZ)

ElW/Réf/IOM

04/02/18

1

Alpha Oumar Diallo (man, 19)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Mamadou Dian Diallo (man, 21)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18

1

Amadou Bailo Diallo (man, 19)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Thierno Bah (man, 21)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18

1

Mamadou Aliou Bah (man, 28)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Aladji Abdoulaye Diallo (man, 27)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Amadou Bah (man, 22)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Kaissa Camara (woman, 20)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18

1

Safourata "Sofia" Sow (woman, 28) unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18

1

Binta "Bobo" Baldé (woman, 21)

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18of 136
Djenabou
(woman, 19)
unknown
drowned when small
wooden
boat capsized off coast
of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor
Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al
List
570Bahdocumented
deaths of refugees
and
migrants
dueof thetoSpanish
theenclave
restrictive
policies of PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El
"Fortress Europe"
unknown

Documentation
by UNITED as of 1 April 2019
04/02/18
1 Aminatou Diallo (woman, 25)
unknown

04/02/18
1 Marlyatou "Marly" Diallo (w, 26)
unknown
Death
by
Policy - Time for Change!

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18
1 Youssouf Diallo (woman, 18)
unknown
drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al
Campaign information: Facebook - UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths
04/02/18
1 Oumou "Belle" Bah (woman, 16)
unknown
drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al
UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees
04/02/18
1 Tidjane Bah (man, 19)
unknown
drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al
Amsterdam secretariat: Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands, tel +31-6-48808808, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org
04/02/18
1 "Junior" (29, man)
unknown
drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
04/02/18
1 Ali Keita (man, 27)
unknown
drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM
1

Mamadou Saliou Bah (man, 23)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

1

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

1

name,
gender,
Mamadou
Saliou
Bah (man,age
19)

unknown

1
1

Oury Diallo (man, 18)
Mamadou Aliou Diallo (man, 34)

unknown
unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor
drowned
when
boat
coast
of policies
the Spanish
enclave
of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor
Deaths
aresmall
listedwooden
if they can
be capsized
attributedoff
to the
fatal
of "Fortress
Europe"

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

1

Amoudou Taibou Diallo (man, 16)

unknown

(border
closure,
accommodation,
carrierofsanctions…)
drowned
whenasylum
small laws,
wooden
boat capsizeddetention
off coastpolicy,
of thedeportations,
Spanish enclave
Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

04/02/18

1

Mamadou Billo Diallo (man, 25)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

WILDSCHUT, FELIX KLEYMANN, NIKOS PILOS,

04/02/18

1

Alpha "Bambino" Bah (boy, 14)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Ben Ali Bah (man, 24)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Bouboucar Bah (man, 32)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18
found
04/02/18
dead
04/02/18
04/02/18

region
unknown

of origin

cause
death
drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast
of theof
Spanish
enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

source
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El
Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Amoudoubailo Diallo (man, 20)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

NEUMANN, MAXIMILIAN MANN, ALIONA

04/02/18

1

Alhassane Barry (man, 21)

Guinea

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

KARDASH, NIKITA TERYOSHIN, ADRIANO

04/02/18

1

Alpha Moron Diallo (man, 28)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM
PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18

1

Hassane Traoré (man, twin, 28)

Ivory Coast

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

04/02/18

1

Houseine Traoré (man, twin, 28)

Ivory Coast

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18

1

Abdul Karim Barry (man, 17)

Guinea

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM

04/02/18

1

Mohammed Diallo (man, 21)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18

1

Tahirou Barry (man, 22)

Guinea

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

BONIFATIUS GMBH DRUCK – BUCH – VERLAG/

04/02/18

1

Tidiane Jalloh "TJ" Bah (man, 17)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

KARL-SCHURZ-STR. 26 / 33100 PADERBORN

04/02/18

1

Mamadou Laly Barry (man, 30)

unknown

drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

04/02/18

9

N.N. (1 pregnant woman)

Guinea, CoteD’Ivoire, Camero drowned when small wooden boat capsized off coast of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES); 1 survivor

PRI/PrivateSource/BBC/El Diario/Caminando/IOM/Al

VANNINI, ALEXA VACHON, ALEKSANDRA
BARDAS, JULIA SELLMANN, PETER BITZER,
AGENTUR LAIF - KÖLN

THE PUBLISHER ASSUMES NO RESPONSI-

01/02/18
29/01/18

100 N.N. (1 child, 5; 1 woman)

Pakistan, Libya, unknown

14 drowned after migrant boat to Italy capsized near Zuwara (LY); 86 missing, 3 survivors

Telegraph/CNN/Guardian/NYTimes/Reuters/IOMLiby

hit by vehicle when he ran across motorway to avoid police check near Jabbeke (BE)

France3/7sur7be/SudInfo/IOM/AFP/CMS
Xinhua

1

Adero (man, 40)

Ethiopia

N.N. (young man)

BILITY FOR THE CORRECTNESS OF THE

28/01/18

1

North Africa

suicide in reception center in Joutseno in eastern Finland, in fear of deportation

INFORMATION. THE EDITORS ASSUME THAT

28/01/18

40 N.N. (3 women)

unknown

3 died after ship from Zuwara (LY) sank on way to Italy; 37 missing, 106 rescued

SOSMed/IOMItaly

27/01/18

1

Becky Moses (woman, 26)

Nigeria

died in a fire at a migrant camp in Rosarno (IT); had been denied asylum

LocalIT

22/01/18

3

N.N. (3 children)

unknown

2 drowned after boat from Comoros Islands to Mayotte (FR) capsized; 1 missing, 11 rescued

IOM

PARTIES. REPRODUCTION AND STORAGE

19/01/18

1

H. (man, 23)

Afghanistan

suicide, jumped in front of train in Maintal-Dörnigheim (DE) fearing deportation

FR

18/01/18

1

N.N. (baby, 3 months)

unknown

died of malnutrition and fever on board NGO ship that had rescued them between Libya and Italy

IOM/Reuters

REQUIRE THE APPROVAL OF THE PUBLISHER.

16/01/18

2

N.N. (1 woman; 1 man)

Algeria

drowned in shipwreck north of Cap Falcon (DZ); 17 people rescued

IOM

CONTRIBUTIONS MARKED BY NAME DO NOT

16/01/18

2

N.N. (1 baby; 1 young man)

unknown

found dead on overloaded wooden boat during rescue operation off coast of Libya

IOM

15/01/18

7

N.N.

North Africa

5 bodies found in boat off Costa Teguise, Lanzarote (ES), 2 died after they arrived; 20 survivors

VanguardNGR/IOM/BBC

14/01/18

1

N.N. (man, 28)

Gambia

stowaway, electrocuted on roof of train travelling from Ventimiglia (IT) to Menton (FR)

Parisien/MidiLibre/TV5/IOM/IlMess/20Mf/LocalFR
ANSA/Secolo/IOM

MATERIAL MADE AVAILABLE FOR PUBLICATION IS FREE FROM RIGHTS TO THIRD

NECESSARILY REFLECT THE OPINION OF THE
PUBLISHER.

188

drowned, body found near Port of Cabopino in Málaga (ES)

unknown

04/02/18

JOSEF SCHULTZ, AD VAN DENDEREN, GERDA

PAGE

unknown

N.N. (girl)

MESSMER, HELENA SCHÄTZLE, HENK

EDITION HAVE KINDLY MADE THEIR TEXTS

ALEX JOHN BECK, SALVATORE VITALE,

33 Publisher

N.N. (man)

1

Jalloh "JJ" Thierno Bah (man, 26)

WE THANK: KEVIN MCELVANEY, ARWED

32 Disclaimer

1

04/02/18

THE AUTHORS AND ARTISTS OF THIS
AND IMAGES AVAILABLE FREE OF CHARGE.

31 Print

12/02/18
12/02/18

number

28 Translation
29 Supervising lecturers

Turkey

13/01/18

1

N.N. (man, 30)

Morocco

hit by train near city of Bolzano, South Tirol (IT) near Italian-Austrian border

13/01/18

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead on Zemmouri El Bahri beach (DZ)

IOM

UNIVERSITY FOR APPLIED SCIENCE AND

12/01/18

1

N.N. (man, 23)

Algeria

found dead by fishermen near Mostaganem (DZ); went missing after trying to cross to Spain

IOM

11/01/18

1

N.N. (man, 26)

Afghanistan

hit by vehicle on A14 motorway near Castel San Pietro (CH)

GazzettaS/BolognaT/IOM

ARTS / MAX OEPHULS PLATZ 2 / 44137

10/01/18

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

jumped drunk from a bridge into a canal in Paris (FR), was an asylum seeker, not clear if suicide

Parisien

FH DORTMUND / FACULTY FOR DESIGN

DORTMUND / FH-DORTMUND.DE/DESIGN

10/01/18

100 N.N.

Libya

missing after boat sank off coast of Libya; 17 people rescued

Eagle/NAN/DailyStar/SunNewsOnline/IOMLib./Reu.

09/01/18

11 N.N.

unknown

3 drowned after boat sank on way from Morocco to Spain; 8 missing, 43 survivors

Caminando

09/01/18

1

Eritrea

stowaway, hit by vehicle on A16 highway near Marck, between Calais and Dunkirk (FR)

CMS/Guardian/VoixDuNord/Parisien/Francetvinfo/IOM

07/01/18

12 N.N. (2 women)

Africa

2 found dead on boat rescued off coast of Libya; 10 missing, 270 rescued

IOMLibya/Ansamed/USNews

06/01/18

64 N.N. (5 children; 8 women)

Gambia, Guinea, Sierra Leone8 drowned after overcrowded dinghy sank north of Garabulli (LY); 56 missing, 86 rescued

Guardian/SOSMed/DW/TimesOfIsrael/Telegraph/BBC

05/01/18

1

Tunisia

CLUE/BorderlineEU/BorderlineSic

S. (young man)

Ali (29, man)

committed suicide after failing to flee from the refugee camp of Lampedusa (IT)

6

05/01/18

4

N.N.

unknown

found dead on sinking boat near Tangiers cargo port (MA); 4 rescued

IOM

03/10/17

1

Carrington Spencer (man, 38)

Jamaica

died due to lack of medical care after suffering a stroke on 28 September in Morton Hall detention centre (GB)

IRR/No-DFeportation/Symaag

04/01/18

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead off coast of Sanlucar de Barrameda, near Cádiz (ES)

IOM

01/10/17

3

N.N. (1 child; 2 men)

unknown

crushed to death at unspecified location between Sabratha (LY) and Italy

UNHCRItaly/IOM

02/01/18

1

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned in the Kolpa River in Crnomelj (SI); 1 survivor

z24.si/IOM Slovenia

in Oct 17

5

N.N. (boys)

Senegal

drowned after 1 month at sea in the Mediterranean Sea; boys were from village in Pakour (SN)

VK

02/01/18

1

N.N. (woman)

Somalia

found frozen to death, went missing from travel companions near Ravadinovo (BG)

Novinite

in Oct 17

1

N.N. (man)

Kurdistan

died trying to cross the Black Sea from Turkey to Romania

Rudaw

01/01/18

1

Taher I. (man, 22)

Afghanistan

suicide, jumped out of window of refugee accommodation in Abensbergen (DE) fearing deportation

SDZ/Thruttig/Pressenza

30/09/17

6

N.N. (2 children; 4 men)

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards near Diriyah (ST) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

Human Rights Watch/IOM

in Jan 18

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

died of illness, working in Great Britain without papers and too afraid of deportation to see a doctor

TheHuff

30/09/17

1

N.N.

unknown

died on boat in distress near Tangiers (MA) while trying to reach Spain; 6 people rescued

Watch TheMed
IOMGreece

in Jan 18

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead at land border between Turkey and Greece, probably died trying to cross the Evros River

IOM

28/09/17

1

N.N. (girl, 9)

unknown

died in hospital after boat capsized off coast of Kastellorizo (GR); 6 rescued

in 2018

1

N.N. (man, 41)

unknown

found dead in room by roommate in Irish Reception Centre, cause of death recorded as unknown

IRR/TheJournal

27/09/17

1

N.N. (man, 17)

Libya

stowaway, clung to axles of truck, then fell off and was run over on A28 motorway near Abbeville (FR)

Le Figaro/IOM

in 2018

2

N.N. (young men)

Sudan

died in the hands of smugglers in Tripoli (LY) as reported by their brother/friend

ST

26/09/17

1

N.N. (man)

Iran

died of hypoglycemia at Romanian-Serbian border near Jimbolia (RO), border guards refused medical help

Jurnalul/PressAlert/IOM
Hurriyet/IOM

in 2018

6

N.N. (1 woman)

Eritrea, Somalia

died in Triq al Sikka detention centre (LY) of starvation and lack of medical treatment

NationalAE

25/09/17

3

N.N.

Afghanistan

shot, PKK militants opened fire on minibus which entered Turkey illegally. Do_ubeyazt (TR), 7 survived

in 2018

2

N.N. (child, woman)

unknown

found washed up together by the sea and buried in Zarzis, Tunisia in 2018, maybe mother and child

TorontoStar

24/09/17

2

N.N. (2 men)

unknown

gassed by security forces when trying to enter the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES) via sewer system under border fence Caminando/FaroMelilla/IOM

in 2018

10 N.N.

unknown

found washed up by the sea and buried in Zarzis, Tunisia between January and September 2018

TorontoStar

23/09/17

1

N.N. (man, 28)

Ukraine

bled to death when resident of his refugee shelter in Eggenfelden (DE) castrated him as vengeance for being raped

in 2018

1

N.N. (woman)

Sub-Saharan Africa

found dead in Algerian government bus expelling migrants back to Niger; she had 2 sick children

CBS

22/09/17

1

Lawend Shamal (boy, 3)

Iraq

drowned with 37 others when boat from Kocaeli (TR) to Romania sank in the Black Sea

DailySabah/HurriyetDN/ABCNews/IOMTurkey/VK

in 2018

1

N.N. (baby)

Sub-Saharan Africa

deadborn on the Algeria/Niger border after Algeria expelled his mother with no food or water

PortPressHerald/CBS

22/09/17

37 N.N.

Iraq

drowned when boat from Kocaeli (TR) to Romania sank in the Black Sea; 40 rescued

DailySabah/HurriyetDN/ABCNews/IOM Turkey/VK

Kamara (boy, baby)

20/09/17

1

N.N. (boy)

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards in Al-Muhasan (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

15/09/17

1

N.N. (boy, 12)

Syria

1

Liberia

deadborn on the Algeria/Niger border after Algeria expelled his mother with no food or water

PortPressHerald/CBS/WSWS

64 N.N. (8 women)

Libya

feared dead after they went missing from punctured smuggler’s dinghy with 150 aboard; 8 bodies found, 86 rescued

USNews/AP/FoxNews

29/12/17

1

Mohamed Bouderbal (man, 36)

Algeria

suicide, in Archidona prison (ES) being used as temporary accommodation for migrants

EWN/Olive/ArabNews

29/12/17

1

Jabar

Afghanistan

stowaway, crushed in back of truck near Port of Calais (FR), was trying to join his family in Great Britain

CMS/The Local/IOM

29/12/17

1

N.N. (man, 31)

Eritrea

stowaway, crushed to death by content of truck he was hiding in after it crashed near Calais (FR)

LocalFR/Guardian

28/12/17

1

N.N. (man, 20-25)

Africa

died trying to swim across the Evros River from Turkey to Greece

GreekReporter/NewArab/IOM
LocalFR/RivRadio/FranceBleu

27/12/17

1

N.N. (man, 20)

Africa

fell from shack he had been sleeping in above A8 motorway between Ventimiglia (IT) and Nice (FR)

25/12/17

1

N.N. (girl)

unknown

found dead on board boat that was rescued between the Turkish coast and Lesbos (GR); 76 rescued

WatchTheMed

22/12/17

1

Abdullah Dilsouz (15)

Afghanistan

run over by refrigeration truck while walking along motorway near Calais (FR) on way to Great Britain

GuardianUn./CMS

20/12/17

7

N.N. (2 children)

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards near Diriyah (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

HRW/IOM

16/12/17

1

N.N.

unknown

fell into water when he tried to climb a cliff after boat was stranded in Tangiers harbour (MA)

Watch TheMed

19/09/17of 136
N.N.570
(man) documented
China
died at Dungaveland
detentionmigrants
centre in Scotland (GB)
List
deaths of refugees
due to the restrictive policies of BBC/IRR/TFN/SDV/IndCat
"Fortress Europe"

Documentation
by UNITED as of 1 April 2019
15/09/17
3 N.N. (1 child, 3; 1 woman; 1 man) Cameroon, unknown
15/09/17 97 N.N.
Africa
Death
by Policy - Time for Change!

List
570
documented
deaths of refugees
and
migrants
toGreece
theto Turkey
restrictive
"Fortress Europe"
20/12/17of 136
M.G.
(man, 18)
Pakistan
died of hypothermia
after border
guards sent himdue
back from
through cold riverpolicies of DailySabah/SonHaberler/IOM/Milliyet
Documentation
by UNITED as of 1 April 2019
13/12/17
3 N.N.
unknown

13/12/17 by
1 Policy
N.N.
unknown
Death
- Time for Change!

went missing in the Alboran Sea between Spain and Morocco; 32 rescued

Watch TheMed/IOM

found dead in boat near Alboran Island between Spain and Morocco; 68 rescued

IOM

07/09/17

03/09/17
found
02/09/17
dead

31/08/17
31/08/17

08/12/17
8 N.N. (3 men)
unknown
3 drowned, bodies found off Messida beach in El Kala (DZ); 5 missing, 4 survivors
Oran/IOM
Campaign information: Facebook - UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths
04/12/17
3 N.N. (1 woman; 2 men)
unknown
drowned when boat overturned in waters close to Larache (MA); 40 rescued
LV/AsiaPacific/IOM/AfricaNews
UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees
04/12/17
1 N.N.
unknown
found dead off coast of Nerja (ES), had probably attempted to cross from Morocco
IOM
Amsterdam secretariat: Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands, tel +31-6-48808808, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org
03/12/17 10 N.N. (6 children)
unknown
died in vehicle accident in Altinozu district of Hatay (TR); 8 survivors
DailySabah/AsiaPacific/IOM/NewArab
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
in Dec 17
1 Alex Tekle (boy, 18)
Eritrea
presumed suicide, found dead in London (UK) lost hope in fear of rejection by Home Office
Guardian/DailyMail
30/11/17
found
29/11/17
dead

1

number

in Dec 17

Ali (man)

28 N.N. (1 boy; 4 women; 23 men)

shot in Baghdad (IQ) just weeks after deportation, asylum denied by Finnish immigration service

Euronews

Sub-Saharan Africa

missing after boat capsized in the Strait of Gibraltar between Asilah (MA) and Spain; 6 people rescued

Caminando/ElPaís/IOM

region of
origin
Sub-Saharan
Africa

9 died when ship from Sabratha (LY) ran out of fuel and sank; 88 missing, 35 rescued

News24/VanguardNGR/USNews/IOM

31/08/17
30/08/17

1

Marcin Gwozdzinski (man, 28)

Poland

suicide, found at Harmondsworth detention centre (GB) and died in hospital 4 days later

Guardian/IRR

1

N.N. (girl)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Atmeh (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

drowned, jumped in water to force rescue near coast of Melilla (ES), 13 survivors
shot by
Turkish
trying to to
cross
border Europe"
Deaths
are border
listed ifguards
they canwhile
be attributed
the Syrian-Turkish
fatal policies of "Fortress

Caminando/IOM/Contexto
SOHR/IOM

1

N.N.name,
(boy)

7
1

N.N. (7 women)
N.N.

gender, age

7

N.N. (7 women)

120 N.N. (25 women; 95 men)

region
Syria

of origin

5 Congo, 2 Guinea
Syria
Congo, Guinea

cause
death
shot by Turkish border guards near Hatay (SY) while
tryingof
to cross
Syrian-Turkish border

(border
closure,
asylum
laws, accommodation,
detention
policy,
carrierofsanctions…)
died when
boat
was intercepted
by authorities
on way
to thedeportations,
Spanish enclave
Melilla (ES)

SOHR/IOM

missing in shipwreck off coast of Ben Gardane (TN) on way from Zuwara (LY) to Italy; 1 survivor

IOMTunisia/AA
CNR/KISA

29/08/17

1

Mohamed Dahir (man, 18)

Somalia

suicide in flat in Larnaca (Cyprus), got depressed when after long waiting his asylum was rejected

27/08/17

2

N.N. (2 men)

unknown

hit by train while walking along tracks in Evros border region between Alexandroupoli and Dikaia (GR)

AP/IOMGreece/KI

27/08/17

5

N.N. (5 men)

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies retrieved in Al Khums (LY)

IOMLibya

26/08/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

stowaway, found electrocuted on train from Italy at Cannes-La Bocca station (FR)

Parisien/IOM

24/08/17

1

N.N. (young man)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards at unspecified location near Syrian-Turkish border; wife and child injured

SOHR/IOM

22/08/17

1

N.N. (boy)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Jisr al-Shughur (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

EASO/IOM

20/08/17

1

Nassur Said Mhadji "DJ Silva" (man) Comoros

missing after boat sank on way from Anjouan (KM) to Mayotte (FR)

HabComores

1

Mohamed "Govea" Assoumani (m) Comoros

missing after boat sank on way from Anjouan (KM) to Mayotte (FR)

HabComores

9

N.N. (3 children; 5 women; 1 man)

Comoros

1 drowned afer boat sank on way from Anjouan (KM) to Mayotte (FR); 8 missing

HabComores

1

N.N. (man)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards at unspecified location while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR

16/08/17

1

N.N. (man, 36)

Iraq

hit by train at entrance to the Peglia tunnel in Ventimiglia (IT)

ANSA/IOM

11/08/17

1

N.N. (woman)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Darkush (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

IOM

09/08/17

1

N.N. (young man)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards at unspecified location while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

IOM

08/08/17

1

N.N. (man)

Syria

tortured by Turkish border guards near Al-Malikiyah (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

2

N.N. (2 men)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Darkush (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

8

N.N.

unknown

found dead in dinghy near Sabratha (LY)

IOM Libya

Fisha (man, 22)

Eritrea

stowaway, jumped out of van and hit by several vehicles on A16 highway near Calais (FR)

VoixDuNord/Ya.N/CMS

unknown

died of asphyxiation on dinghy off coast of Libya; 500 survivors

IOMItaly/Citizen

Eritrea

died of starvation and illness in the migrant camp of Bin Walid (LY)

Flucht

Eritrea

died of starvation in the migrant camp of Bin Walid (LY)

Flucht

N.N.

unknown

found dead in first days of August in the Strait of Gibraltar, south of Tarifa (ES)

IOM

N.N.

unknown

found dead between 15 and 18 of August in Zawiyah (LY)

IOM

1
4

N.N. (man)
N.N.

27/11/17

1

N.N.

unknown

(border
closure,
asylum
laws, accommodation,
deportations,
carrier
sanctions…)
stowaway,
died
in container
on ferry going detention
from port policy,
of the Spanish
enclave
of Melilla
(ES) to mainland Spain

20/08/17

26/11/17

1

N.N. (young woman)

unknown

found dead in boat drifting in the Mediterranean Sea; NGO had to wait hours for rescue permission from Italy

SOSMed

20/08/17

25/11/17

6

N.N.

unknown

bodies recovered over weekend of 25 to 26 November from shores of Morocco

IOM/Caminando

17/08/17

25/11/17

31 N.N (3 children; 18 women)

unknown

drowned after boat capsized off Garabulli (LY); unknown number missing, 60 rescued

Reuters/BBC/IOM/AFP/LibCoastG

25/11/17

1

N.N. (boy, 10)

Afghanistan

trampled to death on boat to Lesbos (GR), panic broke out at sight of Frontex patrol boat

Aljazeera/RTBF/GulfToday/IOM/Euronews/KI

25/11/17

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead near Barbate (ES); had probably attempted to cross from Morocco

25/11/17

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead near Tarifa (ES); had probably attempted to cross from Morocco

23/11/17

1

Lula (woman, 28)

Eritrea

died of illness in Libya before leaving on boat for Italy; had been pregnant from rape and aborted at late stage

IOM/MSF/Proactiva/UNHCR/CBC

07/08/17

23/11/17

20 N.N.

unknown

drowned in shipwreck in the Mediterranean Sea

IOM/MSF/Proactiva/UNHCR

06/08/17

22/11/17

6

N.N. (1 man)

unknown

missing in shipwreck in the Mediterranean Sea between Libya and Italy; 107 rescued

Proactiva

03/08/17

1

22/11/17

1

N.N. (man, 34)

Algeria

died in hospital after police beat him at Kastrup airport (DK) because he refused deportation

TheHuff/Vivre/ObsAlgerie

01/08/17

8

N.N. (3 men; 5 women)

21/11/17

3

N.N.

Syria

died trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

IOM

in Aug 17

1

Tekle (man, 18)

21/11/17

1

N.N. (man, 20-30)

Africa or Asia

found dead in abandoned building outside mountain village in Evros border region (GR)

Fox/IOM

in Aug 17

1

Tsegeweyni (man, 21)

21/11/17

1

Madina Hussini (girl, 6)

Afghanistan

hit by train after Croatian border police forced her family back to Serbia in unsafe conditions

USNews/IOM/AP/FoxNews

in Aug 17

1

19/11/17

1

Arim Bakar (man, 27)

Iraq

suicide, at Morton Hall detention centre (GB); he was on suicide watch

IRR/No-Deportations

in Aug 17

2

19/11/17

4

N.N. (1 child; 3 men)

unknown

3 drowned, bodies found near Santa Catalina in Ceuta (ES); 1 missing

FaroCeuta/Caminando/IOM

31/07/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned in the Strait of Gibraltar, south of Isla de las Palomas, Tarifa (ES)

DiarioCadiz

17/11/17

1

N.N. (boy, 17)

Syria

tortured by Turkish border guards near Iskenderun (TR) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

28/07/17

4

N.N.

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards near Darkush (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

found dead off coast of Cape Trafalgar near Barbate (ES)
died after
smuggler
drove
carcan
offbecliff
near Kavala
4 survivors
Deaths
are listed
if they
attributed
to the(GR);
fatal policies
of "Fortress Europe"

source

MEOnline

Nigeria, unknown

N.N.name,

Sub-Saharan Africa
unknown

cause
of(ES);
death
3 found dead during rescue operation 5 miles south
of Tarifa
1 reported missing, 2 rescued

SOHR/IOM

DefenceForcesIRL/IOM/RCItaly

4

28/11/17
28/11/17

gender, age

Iraq

shot by Turkish border guards at unspecified location while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

found dead on rubber dinghy during rescue operation 44 km off coast of Tripoli (LY); 139 rescued

15/09/17
3 N.N.
unknown
found dead in dinghy during rescue operation at sea northwest of Tripoli (LY)
IOM
Campaign information: Facebook - UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths
14/09/17
1 Eyob Tefera (man, 27)
Ethiopia
suicide by drowning in Swansea marina (GB) asylum claim failed, dream of studying in UK was dashed
BBC
UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees
13/09/17
7 N.N.
Algeria
1 drowned after boat from Algeria capsized off coast of Almería (ES); 6 missing, 3 rescued
IOM/SalvaM
Amsterdam secretariat: Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands, tel +31-6-48808808, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org
12/09/17
2 N.N.
Syria
shot by Turkish border guards near Iskenderun (TR) at Syrian-Turkish border; 10 injured
SOHR/IOM
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
07/09/17
1 Tashi Namgyal (man)
Tibet
suicide, lay down on railway track in Lucerne (CH), because 300 Tibetan refugees got rejected in CH
TibetEx

number

in 2018
31/12/17

Wochenblatt

source
SalvaM/EFE/IOM/El Diario

IOM
AP/PakToday/IOM
IOM

7

13/11/17

1

N.N. (boy, 11)

Afghanistan

suicide, in refugee centre in Baden (AT); his confused 23-year-old brother had to look afer him and 5 siblings

ORF/Heute/DerStandard/LocalAT

27/07/17

8

N.N. (5 children; 2 women)

unknown

7 drowned after boat capsized off coast of Cesme (TR); 1 missing, 9 rescued

IOMTurkey/AA

11/11/17

1

Huseyin Maden (man, 40)

Turkey

found dead on beach of Lesbos (GR); was teacher fleeing persecution in Turkey

GulfToday/RTBF/TurkeyPurge

27/07/17

2

N.N. (men)

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards near Harem (TR) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

11/11/17

4

Maden (3 children; 1 woman)

Turkey

2 found dead on beach of Lesbos (GR), family of teacher fleeing persecution in Turkey; 2 missing

GulfToday/RTBF/TurkeyPurge/IOM/HelCoastG

25/07/17

2

N.N.

unknown

bodies recovered in Tripoli (LY)

IOM Libya

10/11/17

2

N.N. (1 woman; 1 man)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Iskenderun (TR) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

25/07/17

16 N.N. (6 women; 2 pregnant w.)

unknown

10 found dead on crowded rubber boat off coast of Libya; 3 jumped into see (missing), 181 rescued

Reuters/TheHuff/PBS/Proactiva/UNHCR/El Diario

06/11/17

55 N.N. (2 children)

unknown

5 drowned when rescue operation turned into panic in the Mediterranean Sea; 50 missing, 106 rescued

SeaWatch/Breitbart/IOMItaly/IOMLibya/Giornale/eNC

22/07/17

1

Omar (boy, 17)

Sudan

stowaway, run over by bus he tried to catch to Calais (FR), at Gare du Nord Brussels (BE)

BrusselsTimes/CMS

04/11/17

1

unknown

died from severe fuel burns in hospital in Tangiers (MA) after being rescued from sinking boat

IOM

16/07/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body retrieved near Mojácar, Almería (ES)

20ME/IOM

03/11/17

10 N.N. (1 woman)

unknown

4 drowned in shipwreck near Kalolimnos (GR) close to Turkey; 6 missing, 15 people rescued

WatchTheMed/IOMTurkey/Reuters

15/07/17

6

N.N.

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards near Iskenderun (TR) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

03/11/17

14 N.N. (3 girls-women, 14-18)

Nigeria, Niger, unknown

3 drowned in shipwreck off coast of Libya; 11 missing, 125 rescued

CNN/TheHuff/NYtimes/CTV/IOM/Xinhua/GuardianNG

15/07/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

found dead on Calahonda beach in Mijas, Malaga (ES)

Sur/IOM

03/11/17

74 N.N. (21 girls-women, 14-18)

Nigeria, Niger, unknown

1 died of ruptured liver, 20 drowned in shipwreck off coast of Libya; 53 missing, 64 rescued

Guardian/Trouw/VK/Xinhua/IOM/CNN/Newser/Ventu

12/07/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body found 33 miles southeast of Málaga (ES)

SalvaM/IOM

03/11/17

1

Marian Shaka (pregnant w, 20)

Nigeria

drowned in shipwreck off coast of Libya with 25 other young women

CNN/TheHuff/NYtimes/CTV/IOM/Xinhua/GuardianNG

12/07/17

1

N.N. (man, 23)

Gambia

hit by truck after being expelled from France at Strada Statale 1 near Ventimiglia (IT)

Stampa/IOM

03/11/17

1

Osato Osara (pregnant w., 20)

Nigeria

drowned in shipwreck off coast of Libya with 25 other young women

CNN/TheHuff/NYtimes/CTV/IOM/Xinhua/GuardianNG

12/07/17

3

N.N. (1 child)

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards in province of Idlib (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

in Nov 17

1

Filmon Yemane (boy, 18)

Eritrea

suicide in sheltered refugee accommodation in London (GB), was in a state of crisis, did not get help

Guardian/DailyMail

11/07/17

3

N.N.

unknown

drowned off coast of Al Hoceima (MA); 48 survivors

Caminando/Ell Diario/IOM

in Nov 17

13 N.N. (1 child, 3)

unknown

bodies found in the Mediterranean Sea

NYTimes

10/07/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

found dead in Al Maya (LY); probably drowned trying to cross the Mediterranean Sea

IOM

in Nov 17

8

N.N.

unknown

found dead on rubber dinghy with 150 people aboard, on way from Libya to Italy

IOM

08/07/17

35 N.N.

unknown

missing after rubber boat sank northwest of Garabulli (LY); 65 rescued

Aljazeera

in Nov 17

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

died due to lack of medical care, found with survivors on boat off coast of Libya

IOM

08/07/17

2

N.N.

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards near Ayn al-Bayda (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

in Nov 17

6

N.N.

unknown

drowned after falling from boat overnight off coast of Libya; 107 people rescued

IOM

06/07/17

49 N.N.

unknown

missing, after boat from Morocco to Spain capsized in the Alboran Sea; 3 survivors

SalvaM/EPress/El Diario/IOM/VozAlm
IOM Libya

N.N. (woman)

30/10/17

1

N.N. (man, ±30)

unknown

body found along emergency lane of A23 motorway Palmanova-Tarvisio, near Pagnacco (IT)

ANSA/IOM

03/07/17

4

N.N.

unknown

found dead in Tajoura, east of Tripoli (LY); probably drowned trying to cross the Mediterranean Sea

29/10/17

5

N.N.

unknown

2 died after boat capsized off coast of Tangiers (MA); 3 missing, 46 survivors

Caminando/ElDiario/IOM/Publico

01/07/17

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead near Ventimiglia (IT) at Italian-French border

OpenMigration/IOM

26/10/17

1

N.N. (man)

North Africa

stowaway, fell from truck as it boarded ferry in port of the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES) to mainland Spain

Público/IOM

01/07/17

9

N.N. (6 women; 3 men)

unknown

drowned trying to cross the Mediterranean Sea between Libya and Italy

CoastGuardS/IOM

25/10/17

1

N.N. (man)

Syria

beaten to death by border guards at Ras al-Ayn (SY) near Syrian-Turkish border; 3 badly injured

SOHR/IOM

in Jul 17

4

N.N. (2 men)

Africa

found dead on coast of Tunisia, drowned at least 2 months earlier; buried in Zarzis (TN)

WorldCrunch

22/10/17

8

N.N.

unknown

found dead near Al Khums (LY), probably drowned attempting to cross the Mediterranean Sea

IOM Libya

30/06/17

60 N.N.

unknown

drowned at unspecified location between Libya and Italy; 80 survivors

IOM Italy

19/10/17

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead in Al Maya (LY), probably drowned attempting to cross the Mediterranean Sea

IOM

30/06/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

died of unknown causes in hospital in Lampedusa (IT) after being rescued off coast of Libya

Proactiva/IOM

16/10/17

1

John Milton Nagel (man, 48)

USA

committed suicide in deportation centre (NL); had to return to the USA, suffered from schizophrenia

DVHN

28/06/17

2

N.N.

unknown

bodies recovered in Zawiyah (LY)

IOM Libya

16/10/17

1

N.N. (man, 26)

Algeria

stowaway, hit by bumper of truck he was hidden in near La Jonquera (ES) on border with France

DiariGirona/IOM

28/06/17

29 N.N. (2 women; 27 men)

unknown

drowned, bodies recovered near Tajoura (LY)

IOMLibya

14/10/17

2

N.N. (2 young men)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Dorriyeh (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

28/06/17

1

N.N.

unknown

died in shipwreck near Tajoura (LY)

BDNews24

13/10/17

28 N.N.

unknown

bodies found in the sea off coast of Al Khums (LY)

IOM Libya

27/06/17

7

N.N.

unknown

drowned, bodies retrieved in Tajoura, east of Tripoli (LY)

IOM Libya

11/10/17

4

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, bodies recovered off coast of Sfax (TN)

IOM Tunisia

26/06/17

2

N.N. (2 men)

Syria

shot by Turkish border guards near Darkush (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

N.N. (man, 29)

10/10/17

1

China

suicide, hanged himself in asylum transit zone of Frankfurt Airport (DE)

FR

26/06/17

10 N.N.

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards in province of Idlib (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

SOHR/IOM

09/10/17

52 N.N. (8 men)

Tunisia

45 drowned when boat to Italy collided with Tunisian navy ship; 7 missing, 38 rescued

Reuters/Telegraph/Ansamed/DRS/News24/NationalC

21/06/17

5

unknown

bodies recovered near Tajoura (LY)

IOMLibya

08/10/17

1

Africa

stowaway, died when he jumped off freight train outside Gemünden am Main in Bavaria (DE); 2 survivors

SDZ/MainPost/IOM

21/06/17

18 N.N.

unknown

bodies recovered near Garabulli (LY); 2 survivors

IOM Libya

03/10/17

68 N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned, found off coast of Tripoli (LY)

IOMLybia

20/06/17

3

unknown

drowned, bodies found in advanced state of decomposition 20 miles north of Zuwara (LY)

JugendR/IOM/Proactiva

N.N. (man)

N.N. (5 men)
N.N.

8

19/06/17

7

unknown

drowned when migrant boat sank between Libya and Italy

Independent

19/06/17

85 N.N. (including children)

North Africa, Syria

drowned when migrant boat broke in two and sank between Libya and Italy

Independent

18/06/17

7

N.N.

unknown

drowned, bodies retrieved northwest of Zawiyah (LY)

IOM Libya

18/06/17

9

N.N.

unknown

drowned, bodies recovered in Tajoura, east of Tripoli (LY)

IOM Libya

5

17/06/17

N.N.

N.N.

unknown

drowned off coast of Sabratha (LY); 135 rescued

UNHCR

17/06/17

110 N.N.

unknown

missing after boat sank off coast of Zuwara (LY); 25 rescued

IOM Libya

16/06/17

129 N.N.

Sudan, Nigeria

missing after migrant boat from Libya had its motor stolen and sank; 4 rescued

Independent/DW/DerStandard/IOM Italy/FFM

16/06/17of 836
N.N.570 documented
unknown
bodies recoveredand
in Al Mutred,
west of Zawiyah due
(LY)
Libya
List
deaths of refugees
migrants
to the restrictive policies of IOM
"Fortress
Europe"

Documentation
by UNITED as of 1 April 2019
16/06/17
5 N.N.
Sub-Saharan Africa
15/06/17
4 N.N.
unknown
Death
by
Policy - Time for Change!

bodies found in advanced state of decomposition on boat adrift at sea, 70 miles off Cartagena (ES)

SalvaM

drowned, bodies found decomposed on beach in Zawiyah (LY)

RCLibya/IOM Libya

15/06/17
3 N.N.
unknown
drowned, bodies retrieved in Janzour, west of Tripoli (LY)
RCLibya/IOM Libya
Campaign information: Facebook - UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths
14/06/17
5 N.N. (1 child)
unknown
shot by Turkish border guards near Hassaniya Hattiya (SY) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border
SOHR/IOM
UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees
12/06/17 10 N.N.
unknown
died in an accident when 16-year-old smuggler drove them from Bulgaria to Austria in a lorry
BBC
Amsterdam secretariat: Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands, tel +31-6-48808808, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org
12/06/17
2 N.N. (2 men)
unknown
drowned, bodies found in advanced state of decomposition floating off coast of Aguadú (ES)
APDHA/IOM
The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided UNITED is informed in advance and source (UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
Reuters/RT/NYTimes/Tagesschau/IOMItaly/UNHCR/
10/06/17 110 N.N. (6 women; 10 men)
Africa
10 drowned in several incidents on way from Libya to Italy; 100 missing, 1650 rescued that day
1

N.N. (boy, ±9)

unknown

body found floating in the sea near Isleta del Moro, Almería (ES)

1

N.N. (man, ±20

Africa

stowaway, fell from freight train travelling from Italy to Munich near Großkarolinenfeld (DE)

AZ/IOM

drowned, bodies washed up to Zarzis (TN)

IOMTunisia

number

09/06/17

08/06/17
found
04/06/17
dead

gender,
19 N.Nname,
(2 children;
9 women; 8age
men)

region
unknown

9
4

N.N.
N.N. (1 woman)

Pakistan, Afghanistan
unknown

03/06/17

1

N.N. (boy, 5)

Russia

01/06/17

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead with burn wounds, probably of electric shock, at Sorghum railway station in Dialogi (GR)

in Jun 17

1

Alfatehe Ahmed Bachire (m, 17)

Sudan

drowned while cleaning his shoes in the Roia river in Ventimiglia (IT), place where many refugees camp

Guardian

31/05/17

13 N.N.

unknown

bodies found off coast of Tunisia

IOM Tunisia

04/06/17
03/06/17

31/05/17

1

29/05/17

20 N.N. (2 women; 8 men)

Kim Le

29/05/17
27/05/17
27/05/17

of origin

cause of death

EurPress/IOM

accident with minibus driven by 16-year-old near Pazardjik (BG) close to Turkish-Greek border; 7 survivors
bodiesDeaths
foundare
on listed
deflating
boat
Strait of to
Sicily
nearpolicies
Italy; 1 of
baby
lost her
mother, 125 rescued
if they
caninbethe
attributed
the fatal
"Fortress
Europe"
(border
closure,
asylum
laws, accommodation,
policy, deportations,
sanctions…)
murdered
by man
residing
at same refugeedetention
shelter; authorities
knew thecarrier
man was
dangerous

SDZ/RT
IOM Greece

Vietnam

suicide, in hospital in Angres (FR) after living in migrant camp nearby

CMS

unknown

10 drowned in shipwreck between Libya and Italy; 10 missing

IOMItaly

30 N.N. (1 small child)

unknown

2 drowned after boat sank off coast of Libya; 28 missing

VOA/USNews

1

Nigeria

drowned in the Mediterranean Sea, identified by survivors of her boat; buried in Zarzis (TN)

Guardian/LAT

10 N.N.

unknown

drowned during 24 hour rescue operation between Libya and Italy; 2200 rescued

DailySabah

25/05/17

1

Nigeria

drowned off Tripoli (LY), pushed off boat when rescue boat appeared; buried in Palermo (IT)

Guardian

24/05/17

82 N.N.

unknown

missing after rubber boat deflated in the Meditteranean Sea on way from Libya to Italy

USNews
SOHR/IOM

Rosa Maria (woman, ±20)
Mary Ipishbe (preg. woman, 27)
N.N. (man)

source

DW/IOM
SC/IOM

23/05/17

1

unknown

shot by Turkish border guards in province of Idlib (TR) while trying to cross Syrian-Turkish border

23/05/17

34 N.N. (7 children; 13 women)

unknown

drowned after boat of 500 capsized off Libya, sending 200 into the sea

DailyStar/USNews/Xinhua

23/05/17

1

Senegal

stowaway, found electrocuted on train from Italy at Cannes-La Bocca station (FR)

GazzettaMezzo/IOM/MMP

N.N. (man)

22/05/17

2

N.N. (2 men)

unknown

found dead in Al Maya (LY)

IOM

22/05/17

2

N.N.

West Africa, unknown

1 drowned in the Mediterranean Sea on way to Italy; 1 missing

IOM

19/05/17

unknown

1 drowned when boat heading for Italy sank in the Mediterranean Sea; 156 missing

Australian

19/05/17

156 N.N. (children; women; men)
1

N.N. (man, 30)

Mali

stowaway, found electrocuted on train from Ventimiglia (IT) to Cannes (FR)

Parisien/Nice/DailyMail

19/05/17

2

N.N.

unknown

1 drowned during rescue operations between Libya and Italy; 1 missing

IOM

19/05/17

1

N.N.

Sub-Saharan Africa

missing after boat sank near the Spanish enclave of Melilla (ES) when civil guard approached; 24 rescued

LV/El Diario

17/05/17

2

N.N.

unknown

found dead in Tripoli (LY)

IOM

16/05/17

7

N.N.

unknown

missing after boat attempting to cross the Strait of Gibraltar could not be found

LV/SUR

16/05/17

2

N.N. (1 woman; 1 man)

unknown

found dead in Zawiyah (LY)

IOM

16/05/17

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead in Tripoli (LY)

IOM

16/05/17

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

found dead in Sabratha (LY)

IOM

15/05/17

1

N.N.

unknown

missing, in the Strait of Gibraltar off coast of Tangiers (MA); 6 survivors

PerCat/LV/SUR/IOM

12/05/17

20 N.N. (7 men)

unknown

7 found dead during rescue operation in the Mediterranean Sea; 13 missing, 484 rescued

RTLNieuws/Diario de Noticias/IOM Italy/Reuters

10/05/17

1

Afghanistan

shot by the Taliban with his cousin after Germany deported him to Afghanistan

Asyl in Not

Farhad Rasouli (man, 29)

07/05/17

11 N.N. (1 woman)

07/05/17

163 N.N. (1 baby; 9 children; 40 women) unknown

Comoros

1 drowned after boat sank while travelling from Anjouan (KM) to Mayotte (FR); 10 missing, 13 survivors

GazetteComores

11 drowned after ship sank off coast of Libya; 152 missing, 7 rescued

Independent/PBS/Trouw/VK/IOM Libya/RTLNieuws

05/05/17

82 N.N.

unknown

missing after overcrowded leaking boat capsized between Libya and Italy; 50 survivors

Independent/PBS/Trouw/VK

04/05/17

19 N.N.

unknown

found dead by fishermen off coast of Libya coast near Subratah (LY)

IOM

04/05/17

1

N.N.

unknown

died of gunshot, found during rescue operation of 2 boats between Libya and Italy

IOM

02/05/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

stowaway, electrocuted in Paris while climbing on roof of Eurostar train to London (GB)

Sun/Parisien/IOM/Independent

in May 17

12 N.N.

unknown

missing in the Mediterranean Sea for recorded period of one week

IOM

in May 17

6

N.N.

unknown

found dead during rescue operation between Libya and Italy

IOM

N.N.

26/04/17

1

unknown

found dead off coast of Tobruk (LY)

IOM

24/04/17

28 N.N. (2 children; 6 women; 8 men)

Syria, Cameroon, Congo

16 drowned when boat sank off Lesbos (GR); 12 missing, 2 rescued

Rel/News24/ChAfrica

24/04/17

1

N.N. (man, ±30)

Iran

died after van coming from Turkish border crashed during police chase near Xanthi (GR); 13 survivors

AP/IOM/StandardHK

21/04/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

died due to lack of access to medication in hospital in Bari (IT); arrived with high fever after rescue at sea

Messogiorno/IOM

18/04/17

28 N.N. (4 women)

unknown

died of thirst and hunger after boat broke down off coast of Sabratha (LY)

Reuters

18/04/17

4

N.N.

unknown

found crushed on migrant boat in the Mediterranean Sea between Libya and Italy

IOM Italy

18/04/17

99 N.N.

unknown

missing in several shipwrecks on same day in the Mediterranean Sea between Libya and Italy

IOM Italy

16/04/17

13 N.N. (1 child; 2 women; 4 men)

unknown

died at sea on way from Libya to Italy during a weekend of rescue operations; 8,500 people rescued

IOMItaly/BBC

16/04/17

100 N.N.

unknown

reported missing, during rescue operations in the Mediterranean Sea travelling from Libya to Italy

MEOnline

16/04/17

7

N.N. (1 boy, 8; 1 pregnant woman) unknown

died during rescue operations in the Mediterranean Sea travelling from Libya to Italy; 8,500 rescued

VK/FocusDE/IOM/Reuters

15/04/17

5

N.N.

unknown

drowned, bodies found off coast of Garabulli (LY); 101 rescued

IOM Libya

13/04/17

97 N.N. (5 children; 15 women)

Sub-Saharan Africa

missing after boat sank off Tripoli (LY); 23 survivors

Metro/WorldBul/IOM Lybia/VOA

12/04/17

5

N.N.

unknown

presumed drowned in the Strait of Gibraltar off coast of Spain; 6 survivors

APDHA/IOM/Caminando

11/04/17

3

N.N. (1 child; 1 woman; 1 man)

unknown

drowned after boat capsized off coast of Alboran Island (ES); 32 rescued

AEspagnola/IOM/SUR

10/04/17

1

N.N. (man, 29)

Syria

suicide, set himself on fire at refugee camp on Chios (GR), died of injuries 11 days later

Ansamed

09/04/17

1

Branko Zdravkovic (man, 43)

unknown

suicide, hanged himself in toilet cubicle at Verne detention centre (GB), believed to be at risk of self-harm

BourEcho/IRR/DailyEcho

05/04/17

1

N.N.

unknown

found dead in train near Portogruaro (IT)

PrensaLat/IOM

02/04/17

1

N.N. (man)

unknown

drowned, body recovered near Panagiouda, Lesbos (GR)

HelCoastG/IOM

01/04/17

1

Mohammed Hassan (17)

Iraq

crushed when truck he had been clinging to reversed over him in Banbury, Oxfordshire (GB)

BBC/IOM

30/03/17

1

Faisal Imran (man, 28)

Pakistan

suicide, asylum seeker jumped from hotel roof in Leipzig (DE), died later in hospital

AlleBleiben/Geo

29/03/17

3

N.N. (1 woman; 2 men)

unknown

drowned off coast of Sabratha (LY)

IOMLibya

28/03/17

5

N.N.

unknown

drowned when boat sank off coast of Libya; 141 survivors

Reu./Mic

27/03/17

1

N.N. (woman)

unknown

drowned in river on border between Iraqi-Kurdistan and Turkey

EASO/IOM

26/03/17

3

N.N. (3 women)

unknown

drowned in the Mergasur River (IQ) near Iraqi-Turkish border; 2 survivors

Rudaw/IOM

25/03/17

1

N.N. (man, 20)

Afghanistan

suicide in Haar, Bavaria (DE) in fear of deportation after receiving refusal of asylum application

AZ/Zhaghdablai
BBC/CTV/Flucht

23/03/17

2

Hayider (boy, 1; girl, 3)

Syria

drowned with their mother on the way to Greece; Germany did not let their father bring them over

23/03/17

1

Suzan Hayider (woman)

Syria

drowned with her 2 children on the way to Greece; Germany didn’t let her husband bring them over

BBC/CTV/Flucht

23/03/17

11 N.N. (5 children)

Syria

drowned when boat sank off Kusadasi (TR) trying to reach Greece; 9 rescued

BBC/CTV

5

Africa

drowned when 2 boats capsized near coast of Libya

BBC/CTV/Sun

unknown

missing after 2 boats capsized near coast of Libya

BBC/CTV/Sun

23/03/17
23/03/17

N.N. (5 boys-men, 16-25)

235 N.N.
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